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Executive summary
The purpose of this document is to make recommendations for implementing User-Tailored
Privacy (UTP) into Total Learning Architecture (TLA)-based systems and to inform ADL and other
TLA performers about the Modeling Factors that need to be considered in the context of this
implementation. The set of recommendations put forth in this document will allow ADL and
other TLA performers to build a user-tailored privacy decision-support system that supports
users in making better privacy decisions.
The first section makes the case for UTP. This section presents the argument that technical
solutions are insufficient to ensure that users will feel comfortable and capable of disclosing the
personal information needed by TLA to provide learning recommendations. UTP complements
technical solutions by supporting users’ privacy management practices. Moreover, this section
notes that the concept of Privacy by Design (the topic of Specification Vol. 1) cannot resolve
privacy problems where users have a plurality of conflicting preferences regarding their privacy
and the benefits of disclosure. In these cases, a personalized approach is needed. This section
also demonstrates that transparency and control put an undue burden on the user to manage
their own privacy settings—a complicated task, especially in complex learning management
systems, such as those that will likely be based on TLA. UTP can alleviate some of this burden by
automating part of the privacy decision-making process. Finally, this section demonstrates that
privacy nudging implies a paternalistic and one-size-fits-all approach that will not benefit all
users equally. UTP avoids paternalism by providing personalized nudges.
The second section subsequently provides a definition of UTP and presents it as a framework
that measures users’ characteristics and behaviors; models their decisions using machine
learning algorithms; and then adapts the privacy settings, justifications, user interface, and/or
personalization to match the user’s preferences and the context of the decision. This section also
highlights how UTP can be implemented to support privacy-setting practices in TLA’s learning
applications and social learning practices.
The subsequent sections detail the three stages of UTP’s “measure, model, adapt” framework.
The section on measuring privacy covers the antecedents of TLA users’ privacy decision-making
practices: the data, the user themselves, the recipient, and other system specific and purpose
specific factors. This section demonstrates that users’ privacy behaviors are multi-dimensional. It
notes that cultural, demographic, and personality differences create large variations in privacy
practices among users, but that this variability can often be captured by a concise set of “privacy
profiles”. It subsequently notes that users’ concerns and behaviors towards the recipients of
their data is governed by trust, and that recipients can often be grouped into a number of groups
or “circles”. Finally, it surveys the impact of time, location, and other contextual factors on users’
privacy decisions.
The section on modeling privacy explains how these measurements can serve as inputs for a
privacy prediction algorithm that can model TLA users’ privacy behaviors. This section surveys
the relative usefulness of input data available in TLA and the use of various modeling algorithms.
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It also notes how matching the users’ current privacy practices may not always be the best
modeling strategy; in certain cases, UTP can solidify users’ privacy management practices by
recommending privacy behaviors that are complementary with their current behaviors, while in
other cases UTP can completely move beyond users’ current behavioral/attitudinal patterns. It
also covers a number of potential modeling problems, such as the choice of cost functions,
trade-offs with other user goals, overfitting, and cold start problems. This section concludes with
the recommendation of taking a layered and gracefully degrading approach to privacy modeling
in TLA.
The section on adapting privacy covers ways UTP can personalize the privacy settings of a TLAbased application, the justification it gives for requesting certain information, its privacy-setting
interface, and its learning recommendation practices. This section discusses how UTP can take a
proactive automated approach or a more conservative suggestion-based approach to
personalize privacy settings. It explains how UTP can tailor justifications to the user, adjust them
to the decision context, and optimize their timing. It suggests that in more complicated privacy
management situations UTP can adjust the user interface of a TLA-based application to
emphasize or deemphasize certain privacy management functionalities. It also suggests that TLA
Processors can make use of privacy-enabling recommendation algorithms to provide micro-,
macro-, and meta-adaptations. Finally, this section discusses how proactive and conservative
adaptation strategies need to be balanced in order to reduce users’ burden but at the same time
give them sufficient control and reduce undue persuasion.
The final section outlines the higher-level goals of UTP in a TLA environment. This section
acknowledges that to support the user, UTP must reconcile their various, potentially conflicting
goals. It also covers the notion of UTP support for teaching the user about privacy, e.g., using
privacy tips and self-actualization-based suggestions. This section also suggests that UTP’s
support can extend beyond the current user, and help activity providers, researchers, and
supervisors to improve personalization practices, educational research, and personnel-related
decision-making, respectively. Finally, it discusses practical and ethical considerations of
reconciling the potentially conflicting goals of these various stakeholders in the privacy decisionmaking process.
For the final document, we will seek consensus among TLA performers regarding the operational
characteristics (see Specification Vol. 1) and the implementation of user-tailored privacy. This
will allow us to make specific and concrete recommendations regarding privacy support for TLA.
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Introduction
Purpose
The Total Learning Architecture (TLA) is a set of specifications to enable the development of
next-generation learning systems. TLA crucially depends on the collection of an extensive
amount of user data to provide social learning capabilities and personalized learning
recommendations [101,287]. Users will only agree to such extensive data collection if they feel
that their privacy is adequately protected. This means that the TLA will need a plethora of
settings that allow users to customize their desired level of privacy. Unfortunately, though, there
is ample evidence that users often have difficulties navigating privacy settings. User-Tailored
Privacy is thus an approach to privacy that models users’ privacy concerns and provides them
with adaptive privacy decision support [166,167,175,180]. By providing user-tailored support, it
reconciles the need for extensive customizability with users’ lack of skills and motivation to
manage their own privacy settings. The purpose of this document is to allow ADL and other TLA
performers to build a user-tailored privacy decision-support system that supports users in
making better privacy decisions.

Scope
This document describes the modeling factors that need to be considered when building UTP
into learning systems in general—and specifically TLA—as well as their potential use to support
users’ privacy decisions.
This document is written to support both the current development of the TLA specifications, as
well as current and future implementations of these specifications in real-life distributed learning
systems. The described uses of UTP may therefore go beyond any currently envisioned
specification and implementation of TLA.
Technical aspects of UTP are not discussed in this document. Most notably, this document does
not concern specific algorithms for the implementation of UTP. These algorithms are no different
from the types of algorithms used in generic recommender systems.
Where possible, the document contains concrete recommendations. Further recommendations
will be added after an intensive discussion with ADL and other TLA performers during the
development of the final version of this document.

Definitions and Abbreviations
The Total Learning Architecture (TLA) is a set of specifications to enable the creation of a nextgeneration Learning Management System (LMS). These specifications consist of a set of web
service specifications and APIs for sharing learning-related user data in a consistent way, thereby
4
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allowing the integration of learning applications (User Facing Apps created by Activity Providers)
ranging from eBooks to Massively Open Online Courses (MOOCs) into comprehensive
personalized e-learning solutions [287]. The TLA specifies ubiquitous data collection (e.g. by
integrating a wide variety of learning applications, interfacing with social media activity, and
tracking smartphone sensors) and user modeling (e.g. by collecting highly detailed learner
runtime activity) to enable highly personalized and pervasive (On The Job, Just In Time) training
recommendations, calculated by the TLA Providers [101]. Moreover, the TLA specifications calls
for an Open Social Learner Model (OSLM) that allows learning materials, activities, and outcomes
to be shared across learners (enabling peer interactions) and learning systems (allowing for an
extensible learning environment) [336]. This document describes how certain characteristics of
the TLA specification—and of distributed learning systems implementing these specifications—
have an impact on users’ privacy concerns.
User Tailored Privacy (UTP) is an approach to privacy (often implemented as an adaptive system)
that measures user privacy-related characteristics and behaviors, uses this as input to model
their privacy preferences, and then adapts the system’s privacy settings, user interface,
contextualized help, and recommendation practices to these preferences [166,167,175,180].

Overview
Privacy threats have been shown to be an important barrier to the adoption of personalized
systems [2,23,56,104,189,266,291,315,328], and it is therefore of utmost importance that such
threats are minimized in any TLA-based system. From a privacy perspective, the social capitalbased advantages of freely sharing learner profiles are at odds with the fact that these learner
profiles may be protected by laws like FERPA, since these profiles are also used for sensitive
employment decisions regarding placement, selection and promotion. On top of this, the
envisioned international deployment of TLA introduces prominent cultural variation in privacy
concerns and social etiquette [51,67,78,83,203]. Because of this, users of TLA-based distributed
learning systems must carefully navigate a multi-dimensional array of privacy concerns, carefully
balancing the benefits and risks of disclosing or allowing access to their personal information.
However, users of complex information systems have been consistently incapable of effectively
managing their own privacy [8,142,144,171,199,217,222], leaving them vulnerable to perceived
and real privacy threats.
UTP is an approach to privacy that provides adaptive decision support to help users manage their
privacy. Broadly speaking, user-tailored privacy first predicts users’ privacy preferences and
behaviors based on their known characteristics. It can then use these predictions in various
ways. One way is to provide automatic default settings, request orders, or suggestions in line
with users’ disclosure profiles. Another is to provide justification-style nudges in situations where
they are needed, but to only show them to users who can be expected to react favorably to
them, so that they will not cause privacy scares in the other users. Yet another solution is to
adapt the privacy-setting user interfaces to make it easier to engage with the available privacy
management tools. Finally, UTP can adapt the recommendation algorithm by selectively
5
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restricting the types of personalization a system can engage in based on the collected user data,
thereby preventing potential unwanted inferences to be made.
This document first makes a case for UTP by highlighting the shortcomings of other paradigms
for privacy support (Section 1). It then provides a comprehensive definition of UTP and explains
various ways in which it can be implemented in TLA (Section 2). Subsequent sections explain how
UTP can measure user- and context-related factors that influence users’ privacy concerns and
behaviors (Sections 3), how to model these concerns and behaviors (Section 4), and how to
subsequently adapt the system to this model (Section 5). The document concludes with a
discussion of the various privacy-related goals that TLA can support (Section 6).
Where possible, concrete recommendations are made. Further recommendations will be added
after an intensive discussion with ADL and other TLA performers.
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1 Making a case for User-Tailored Privacy
The TLA specifications envision an interconnected set of learning activity providers, supported by
a personalization architecture consisting of TLA Processors and a TLA Data Core. This
architecture allows for meta-adaptations (cross-provider individualized recommendations to
switch from one learning activity to another), macro-adaptations (recommendations to
determine the next learning activity within a single learning activity provider), and microadaptations (personalized changes to learning content within a single learning activity). These
adaptations are supported by the collection of vast amounts of data, and users may not always
be comfortable with these data collection practices.
While it is common knowledge in the realm of personalization that more data leads to better
personalization outcomes [311], not all data collection practices are equally useful for
personalization purposes [166], not all personalization practices are equally valued by the user
[112], and users’ preferences regarding data collection practices vary extensively as well [188].
Arguably, then, TLA should allow users to decide which data collection practices they find
sufficiently harmless and useful.
However, given the presumed complexity of TLA-based systems (with multiple learning activity
providers collecting various types of data, and using it for numerous different adaptation
purposes), it may be difficult for users to manage their privacy in such a system. Hence, TLA
should not only afford users the ability to manage their privacy but actively support these privacy
management practices as well.
This section makes a case for User-Tailored Privacy as a means to support privacy management
practices by highlighting the shortcomings of other means of providing privacy support. This
does not mean that these other means should not be implemented; indeed, User-Tailored
Privacy builds upon—and works in tandem with—these other privacy support mechanisms.

1.1 Technical solutions
Engineers tend to employ technical solutions to privacy problems. When it comes to
personalized systems, these solutions broadly fall into two categories:
•

•

Architectures, platforms, and standards designed specifically to minimize data leakage.
These include distributed architectures, portable user profiles, and client-side
personalization techniques that provide limited access to and “linkability” of user data
[29,66,122,190,191].
Algorithmic techniques for data protection. These include anonymization, obfuscation,
differential privacy, and homomorphic encryption [49,89,192,243,267].
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Distributed architectures preserve privacy, but are limited and slow
In Specification Vol. 1 (Section 4) we recommended a system architecture that would divide the
personalization tasks between the TLA Processors (meta-adaptations), Learning Activity
Providers (macro-adaptations), and the client’s device (micro-adaptations). In this architecture,
Processors and Providers have access to the TLA Data Core with user data. Several studies have
suggested mechanisms that could be used to “shield” the Data Core from the Processors and
Providers using privacy-preserving personalization protocols [66] or hierarchical personalization
mechanisms [29]. While these mechanisms effectively preserve privacy, they are slow, and
limited in their capabilities (preventing state-of-the-art personalization algorithms).
Client-side personalization is limited, and vulnerable to data loss and theft
A step beyond distributed architectures is to perform all necessary calculations for
personalization on the user's own device [53,148,239]. These client-side personalization
methods are often limited to content-based personalization, although collaborative filtering
strategies exist [49,296,334]. The inference methods that can be used in client-side
personalization are limited, though, since there is no direct access to other users’ data. Research
shows that users indeed prefer client-side methods as a means to alleviate privacy concerns
[190,315], and we recommended the use of client-side personalization for micro-adaptations in
Specification Vol. 1 (Section 4). We note, however, that users of client-side personalization
systems may be concerned about potential loss or theft of their device [191].
Providing anonymity or pseudonymity is difficult and not always desired
A possible mitigation of privacy concern with TLA-based systems is to allow users to remain
anonymous. Fully anonymous interaction is difficult though, since the idea of a sustained
personalized learning experience relies on the systems’ ability to recognize users across
interactions [286]. Alternatively, users can be allowed to interact under a pseudonym [21,192].
However, it may be possible for other users or third parties to re-identify users based on the
data that is being collected by the system, even if this data is devoid of identifiers [241], or based
on the output of the system [48]. A means to overcome this problem is differential privacy, a
model that inserts noise into the user profile, making it harder to re-identify anonymized data
records [89,220,267,275,377]. Such methods do however reduce the quality of the predictions
[230].
Another problem with anonymity/pseudonymity is that it is not always desired from a social
perspective. As mentioned in Specification Vol. 1 (Section 2.1), having users interact under their
real name reduces rude or abusive behavior [60]. In formal and diplomatic learning/training
settings, pseudonymity is thus not desired. In addition, research has shown that identifiability
8
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enhances users’ trustworthiness perceptions for both in-group and out-group members [318],
making it easier for users to assess their trust in other users based on both reciprocity and
trustworthiness perceptions. In systems that provide anonymity, trustworthiness is harder to
judge, so users’ trusting behavior is based on in-group reciprocity only. This reduces users’ ability
to create trust-based relationships with out-group members, thus effectively “shrinking” their
social network.
Encryption is slow and may not be trusted
A final technical solution to provide privacy-preserving personalization is encryption. By
encrypting data before sending it to the personalization system, the system can provide
recommendations without “seeing” the data itself [243]. This solution relies on homomorphic
encryption, an encryption method that preserves certain mathematical properties of the original
data, thereby allowing personalization algorithms to operate on the encrypted data the same
way it would on the unencrypted data. This encryption method is slow, though [243]. Moreover,
it may be hard for users to understand how a system can provide accurate recommendations
without having access to the unencrypted data, and they may therefore not trust this technical
solution.
Privacy-preserving technologies do not apply to social networking
The aforementioned privacy-preserving technologies may shield users’ data from personalization
providers. However, TLA-based systems may collect user data for purposes other than
personalization as well. For example, as outlined in Specification Vol. 1 (Section 5.2), TLA-enabled
learning applications can provide social learning experiences, which allow users to interact with
each other on a learning platform [153]. Social learning is often powered by sharing learning
status or outcomes between users. An activity provider may thus collect and even expose some
user data to other users on the platform to enable social learning. In these cases, there are no
purely technical solutions that enable social learning without exposing some personal data to the
app or other users.
Privacy-preserving technologies do not necessarily increase disclosure
Another problem with the aforementioned privacy-preserving technologies is that while they
protect users’ data from being exposed to personalization providers, this in itself does not
necessarily mean that users will disclose more information. Indeed, work on client-side
personalization shows that users’ perception of the privacy afforded by this technology is
modest, and has only a very slight impact on their subsequent sharing decisions [190,191].
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One reason for the underwhelming effect of privacy-preserving technologies could be the “ironic
effect of transparency”. Most privacy-preserving technologies operate in a manner that is
invisible to the user. Hence, the only way for these technologies to increase disclosure is for the
application to notify users of the fact that their privacy is being respected. Such notice may,
however, have an unexpected effect. For example, marketers [1,46,105] have discovered that
displaying a privacy label on an e-commerce website—a supposed vote of confidence in the
site’s privacy practices—may decrease instead of increase purchases. Moreover, privacy policies
have been shown to incite privacy concerns rather than easing them [268]. Finally, disclosure
justifications have been shown to have a negative effect on users’ disclosure and self-anticipated
satisfaction [169]. Arguably, the main reason for these effects is that users perceive justification
messages as a warning sign. Similarly, then, notifying users of the use of privacy-preserving
technologies may have the opposite effect, and make users more rather than less wary about
their privacy.
Recommendation: Complement technical privacy-preserving solutions
with user-centric solutions
Privacy is primarily an attitude, and privacy management is an inherently human behavior. As
such, technical privacy-preserving solutions can never solve all of TLA’s privacy problems. Given
the apparent shortcomings of technical privacy-preserving solutions, TLA should also—or rather,
primarily—employ user-centric solutions to these problems. The remainder of this section
addresses existing user-centric solutions and explains why user-tailored privacy is best among
these solutions.

1.2 Privacy by design
Privacy by design is a design philosophy in which privacy aspects are addressed early in the
system design and development process, rather than after the system has been developed
[54,201,285,290,308]. Specification Vol. 1 followed a privacy by design process, identifying
design suggestions for the operational characteristics of TLA that would minimize privacy
concerns. However, Specification Vol. 1 also explicitly noted (in Section 6), that it will be
inevitable for TLA-based systems to have a wide array of privacy settings. There are several
reasons for this, which are outlined below.
In some cases, privacy is in direct opposition with system functionality
Specification Vol. 1 outlined several means to reduce users’ concerns regarding TLA’s data
collection practices. The only way to truly avoid any concerns, though, is to not collect any data
at all. This is of course not realistic: personalization and social learning are not feasible without
data collection [23,312]. So, while there exist privacy-by-design practices that can increase
privacy without reducing functionality or vice versa, at some point privacy and functionality are
10
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in direct opposition, and a choice has to be made regarding how much data collection is justified
to provide a certain level of functionality.
Users differ a lot in how they think about privacy
This inherent tradeoff between privacy and functionality has no universal solution, though,
because users differ extensively in how they think about privacy (see Specification Vol. 1, Section
1). Evidence for this can be found in the area of personalization, where privacy concerns prevent
some users from using personalized applications [315], while others are willing to give up privacy
in return for personalization benefits [113,248,266], such as content relevance, time savings,
enjoyment and novelty [125,132]. And for some, privacy concerns may not even matter, as long
as the benefits are clear [165]. Based on these results, it is clear that some users will go at great
lengths (in terms of disclosure) to use TLA’s personalized learning recommendations, while
others will disclose a very limited amount of personal information, regardless of the inherent
privacy protection or the personalized benefits TLA can provide.
Recommendation: Where privacy cannot be designed,
provide decision support
In conclusion: while privacy by design attempts to avoid privacy issues to begin with, privacy is at
times in direct opposition with system functionality, and in these cases users often have a desire
(and in some cases a legal right or expectation) to engage in a “privacy calculus” [205,206], i.e.,
to make personal decisions regarding the inherent privacy-functionality trade-offs. In these
situations, a system is required to have some controls (e.g. “privacy settings”) as a means to
effect this tradeoff.
Likely, a TLA-based learning ecosystem will have numerous components that involve such tradeoffs, and therefore require privacy controls [272]. Consequently, users are expected to make a
substantial number of privacy decisions when using TLA-based learning systems, and these
decisions are not only numerous, but also impactful, since both the sensitivity and the potential
benefits involved in these privacy decisions are likely to be substantial.
Given that TLA-based learning systems potentially involve difficult privacy decisions, these
systems should support users in their decision-making practices. Specification Vol. 1 (Sections
6.1–6.3) discussed existing privacy support mechanisms that have been developed under the
prevailing paradigms of “notice and choice” and “privacy nudging”. Below we revisit these
paradigms from a theoretical perspective and contrast them to user-tailored privacy.
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1.3 Notice and choice
Where privacy cannot be designed—because it is in direct opposition with system functionality,
and users differ in the amount of privacy they prefer to trade off for functionality—privacy
experts argue that users must be given controls (e.g. “privacy settings”) as a means to effect this
trade-off, as well as a certain amount of information that will help them operate these controls
[44,55,207,283,319,371]. This idea of “notice and choice” is also at the heart of existing or
planned regulatory schemes [95,353].
Providing notice and choice is not a trivial task. For example, Lederer et al. [207] state that
existing systems often make it difficult for people to manage their privacy, and current system
designs inhibit people’s abilities to both understand the privacy implications of their use and to
conduct socially meaningful actions through them. They outline the pitfalls related to people’s
understanding of privacy implications (e.g., understanding the scope of privacy implications and
information flow) and pitfalls related to meaningful privacy action (e.g., emphasizing
configuration over the action, lack of coarse-grained control, and inhibiting established privacy
practice). Therefore, developers should beware of potential issues while designing notice and
choice privacy management approaches.
Beyond this, there are more fundamental problems with notice and choice: Researchers have
identified a number of paradoxes that make notice and choice very difficult to implement.
Sufficient notice is complex, and the effect of notices is fickle and fleeting
Nissenbaum [245] postulates the Transparency Paradox: simple privacy notices do not contain
sufficient information to support people’s privacy decisions, while privacy notices that are
sufficiently detailed to have an impact on people’s privacy decisions are often too long, detailed
and complex for people to read.
Moreover, as mentioned earlier, notice may actually decrease disclosure if it focuses users on
their concerns [169], even if the notice is supposed to indicate a positive privacy protection
practices [1,46,105,268]. Indeed, John et al. demonstrate that users may process privacy-related
information in unexpected ways [142]. Specifically, they show that professional looking sites may
garner higher privacy concerns than unprofessional looking sites because the former design
reminds users of privacy. Because of this, it is unsurprising that the framing of privacy notices
can increase or decrease disclosure, even if the information itself remains the same [12].
Finally, the effect of notice may be very fleeting: Adjerid et al. demonstrate that even the
slightest distraction can easily nullify any effect of privacy notices [12]. Indeed, while many
people claim to read online privacy policies [135,236], many do not actually read them
[13,27,28,117,141,157,297,332], or do not read closely enough to understand them [258]. In
other words, requiring each TLA-based system to have a detailed privacy policy will likely not
help users in their privacy decision practices.
12
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Users may not always take control over their privacy, and control can lead
to misplaced confidence
In Specification Vol. 1 (Section 6.2) we already mentioned the Control Paradox, which states that
users claim they want full control over their privacy but often do not actually take control, even
when it is offered [68]. Indeed, many users tend to pay little attention to privacy seals [204],
social navigation cues [31], privacy assurances [234], and permission requests [98].
Moreover, Brandimarte et al.[39] conducted a study to demonstrate that users disclose more
when they feel more in control over their disclosure, even if the disclosure risk is higher. They
demonstrate a similar effect when giving users explicit granular control.
Finally, Acquisti and Gross showed that users may not always have the requisite knowledge to
understand the potential implications of their sharing decisions. They show that information
about an individual’s date and place of birth can be exploited to predict his or her Social Security
number [86]. If users are unaware of such potential inferences, giving them control to disclose
their information can, in fact, make them more vulnerable to privacy risks.
In other words, offering TLA users ample privacy controls does not guarantee that they will use
these controls, and if they do, it may not actually help them protect their privacy.
Users’ privacy decisions are not always rational
In Specification Vol. 1 (Section 1.1) we noted that many researchers no longer believe that users
always make “calculated” privacy decisions, but often employ heuristic decision strategies
instead. As such, people’s privacy decision can be influenced by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The perceived immediacy of benefits, versus the delayed nature of risks (“temporal
discounting” [4])
Information on others’ privacy decisions (“social proof” [8])
The order of sensitivity in which decisions are being made (“foot in the door” and “door
in the face” [8])
The overall professionalism of the privacy-setting user interface (“affect heuristic” [142])
The available options to choose from (“context non-invariance” [39,171])
The default setting and phrasing of privacy-related requests (“default” and “framing”
effects [9,144,168,200])
If data protection was mentioned to be higher or lower in comparison to the current
situation (“anchoring effects” [12]).
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When users are given control unconditionally, these effects may disturb their decision practices.
In the context of privacy nudging (and User-Tailored Privacy), however, these effects are used in
a targeted manner to guide users’ decisions.
Notice and choice are unrealistic in complex TLA-based systems
Privacy controls can range from very coarse (turning a system on or off) to very granular (making
a decision about sharing each piece of potentially privacy information with each potential
recipient), and there have been many debates in the privacy field as to exactly how much
granularity is optimal [26,35,168,171,178,283,306,316]. The same is true for the amount of
information that is required for adequate notice [245]. In a sense, the optimal level of granularity
is yet another trade-off—one for the designer of the system to make [171,178].
Likely, the severe impact of disclosure on the functioning of TLA-based learning ecosystems as
well as the privacy concerns of their users means that privacy decisions in TLA-based systems will
likely have to be both granular and numerous as a means to support users’ “privacy calculus”
[272]. However, given the issues presented above, one may argue that users do not actually
engage in a privacy calculus [205,206]. More specifically, it would be wrong to assume users will
read system and application privacy policies, or that they will use privacy controls to safeguard
their privacy within a complex system like TLA. And even if they do, it is not certain that they will
do so effectively.
Recommendation: Implement UTP to make
notice and choice more manageable
The privacy calculus can still be used as a prescriptive model, though, with the risk/benefit
tradeoff serving as an objective function for machine learning algorithms [26,124,166]. In this
prescriptive approach, privacy is no longer under the direct control of the user but implemented
by an algorithm that will take the user’s contextualized preferences into account [180]. From this
perspective, User-Tailored Privacy is an “automated” version of notice and choice.
By (semi-)automating the decision process, and potentially also the delivery of privacy-related
information, UTP can make notice and choice more manageable. Arguably, UTP relieves some of
the burden of the privacy decision from the user by providing the right privacy-related
information and the right amount of privacy control that is useful, but not overwhelming or
misleading [166].

1.4 Privacy Nudging
The cognitive costs associated with considering all the ramifications of disclosure may hamper
decision-making, especially in a complex environment like a TLA-based learning ecosystem.
14
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Privacy nudging attempts to relieve some of that burden by making it easier for people to make
the right choice, without limiting their ability to choose freely [5,12,25,344,345]. Some confusion
exists in the field of privacy regarding the term “nudging”.
Traditionally, nudges have been defined as changes to the structure, framing, and defaults of a
decision environment with the intention of making the “right” decision easier to perform [324].
These nudges are covert changes (users generally do not notice them), and they essentially
exploit the decision externalities outlined in Section 1.3. Note, also, that these nudges are
related to privacy by design, as they answer privacy design decisions: it is virtually impossible to
have a “neutral” structure, framing, or default, so nudging is essentially inevitable.
Interestingly, the term nudging in the field of privacy has been used more frequently to describe
designs that steer users in a desirable direction in a more overt manner [5]. Symbolic and textual
justifications are good examples of these types of nudges. These nudges also provide a shortcut
to decision-making by virtue of being persuasive, but unlike traditional nudges they do require
users to consciously process them. Some even suggest that nudges should make an individual
aware of the biases, lack of information and cognitive overload that may affect their decision
[25]. These types of nudges keep users in the loop completely.
Nudges do not work for everyone and may threaten user autonomy
In Specification Vol. 1 (Section 6.3) we elaborated on the relative success of these different types
of nudges, and noted that the more overt nudges like justifications [8,31,169,187,263], privacy
seals [90,133,234,277,370], and audience/sentiment feedback [140,329,344,345] fail to have a
consistent effect on users’ disclosure and privacy concerns.
Moreover, while the traditional nudges have been found to be more effective
[8,144,166,168,200], they have typically only been tested for behavioral impact, disregarding the
question of whether they reduced users’ privacy concerns or their privacy decision burden [166].
Indeed, researchers worry that defaults may threaten consumer autonomy, especially when they
work outside of users’ explicit awareness [302,305]. These researchers argue for “smart nudges”
that match the preferences of most users. However, if users vary extensively in their privacy
preferences (as ample research, outlined in Specification Vol. 1, Section 1, suggests), then even a
“smart nudge” may face ethical objections.
Recommendation: Implement UTP to move privacy nudging
beyond one-size-fits-all
Nudges are an interesting way to help users make the right choice without limiting their decision
freedom. However, in most privacy settings, the ‘right choice’ is difficult to define, hence nudges
are not welcomed by every user. Users differ in their privacy preferences, and a nudge that is
effective for one person is not necessarily effective for a different person. Similarly, users’
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privacy preferences depend on the who, why, what, and general user mood associated with the
decision [69], so the effectiveness nudges depends on these contextual parameters as well.
Given that nudges do not necessarily work for everyone, it imperative to tailor them to users
based on their privacy preferences. For instance, TLA users who are privacy minimalists may
benefit from permissive data-sharing related default settings to fully exploit the benefits of the
personalized learning environment, whilst TLA users who are privacy maximizers may benefit
from more restrictive defaults, lest they feel that the system invades their privacy. Similarly, TLA
users who are privacy minimalists should not be bothered with justifications, whilst for TLA users
who are privacy maximizers, justifications can have a significant impact on their privacy concerns
and decision burden.
By adapting privacy nudges to users’ individual (and contextualized) privacy preferences, UserTailored Privacy can move these nudges beyond their current one-size-fits-all limitation. This
arguably makes these “tailored nudges” more universally effective. Moreover, by using TLA
users’ own privacy preferences and/or practices as a baseline, UTP side-steps the ethical
problems of threatening user autonomy.
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2 Definition: What is User-Tailored Privacy?
TLA crucially depends on the collection of an extensive amount of user data to provide social
learning capabilities and personalized learning recommendations [101,287]. Users will only agree
to such extensive data collection if they feel that their privacy is adequately protected. Section 1
discusses the shortcomings of existing approaches to privacy:
•
•

•
•

Privacy vulnerabilities can in some cases be resolved with technical solutions, but these
solutions do not guarantee that TLA users gain a sufficiently positive perception about
their privacy to feel confident about disclosing their personal information.
Privacy by design can alleviate TLA users’ privacy concerns through a careful selection of
the operational characteristics of TLA-based systems (see Specification Vol. 1), but the
inherent conflict between privacy and personalization, as well as variations in user
preferences, mean that privacy decisions are essentially unavoidable in TLA-based
systems.
Notice and choice are requisite to allow TLA users to make such privacy decisions but
easily become overwhelming in systems that make extensive use of user data for social
and personalization purposes, such as is envisioned for TLA-based systems.
Nudges can reduce the burden of making privacy decisions, but their static nature means
that they do not work well for all users and that they may threaten user autonomy.

User-Tailored Privacy (UTP) alleviates these problems through personalization. UTP makes
nudges adaptive, by making the user’s own preferences the basis for the nudge, thereby
increasing their adoption and reducing their paternalistic nature. Consequently, UTP makes
notice and choice more manageable, by (partially) automating the risk-benefit tradeoff inherent
in users’ privacy decision and presenting the result as a personalized default, justification, or
privacy-setting interface design. By providing user-tailored support, it reconciles the need for
extensive customizability with users’ lack of skills and motivation to manage their own privacy
settings.
This section gives a formal definition of user-tailored privacy as a measure-model-adapt
framework and explains how this framework can be implemented to provide privacy decision
support for various aspects of TLA. Each aspect of the framework is subsequently discussed in
more depth in Sections 3–5. Section 6 concludes with the various goals that UTP can serve.

2.1 The UTP Framework: Measure, Model, Adapt
At its core, UTP is an approach to privacy that models users’ privacy concerns and provides them
with adaptive privacy decision support [166,167,175,180]. With UTP, a system measures user
privacy-related characteristics and behaviors, uses this as input to model their privacy
preferences, and then adapts the system’s privacy settings to these preferences (Figure 1). Each
aspect of the framework is briefly described here and discussed in more depth in Sections 3
(measure), 4 (model), and 5 (adapt).
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Figure 1: A schematic overview of User-Tailored Privacy (UTP)

UTP measures user characteristics and behavior in order to tailor its
support to the user and the context of the decision
Existing work has shown that user-tailored privacy critically depends on the evaluation of userand context-related factors that influence users’ privacy concerns and behaviors. This work has
shown that data, user, and recipient are important, but also that for many applications there are
additional system-specific factors [86,218,250,261,368] that influence users’ decisions. Due to
this context-specific nature of users’ privacy decisions, it stands to reason to also make the User
Privacy Model underlying user-tailored privacy context-specific. For TLA, this means that UTP
should take into account contextual variables that have been shown to influence TLA users’
privacy concerns and behavior.
One such variables is the data itself. Several researchers have found that people’s privacy
concerns are multi-dimensional, meaning that they have different preferences for different types
of information [218,250,309]. Furthermore, research shows that these preferences can be
summarized into distinct profiles of similar users [172,250,360].
The recipient of the information seems to play an important role as well, both in “commercial”
and “social” privacy settings [168,173,261], and recipients can also be grouped to simplify the
privacy decision problem. For example, on social networks the optimal grouping seems to be
Friends, Family, Classmates, Colleagues, and Acquaintances [178], but this clustering might be
different for recipients in TLA-based systems.
Furthermore, in certain types of systems, privacy preferences may depend on other contextual
factors. For example, researchers have found that time (weekday or weekend, daytime or
evening) is an important determinant of users’ willingness to disclose their location [86,368].
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Finally, note that user-tailored privacy can operate within organizational constraints, considering
existing rules, as well as common practices. This way, user-tailored privacy helps users to select
settings that are not only in line with their own preferences, but that also consider the value for
the organization that has implemented TLA, as well as existing rules.
UTP models users’ privacy decisions using machine learning algorithms and
then plans adaptations based on this model
The goal of UTP is to model users’ privacy decisions via direct observation of their behaviors or
via inference from their attitudes. One way to formalize this, is presented by Dong et al. [87] as a
model of the probability of disclosure p(D) by user u of item i to recipient r in context c as a
function of the user’s disclosure tendency Du, the sensitivity of the item Si, the trustworthiness of
the recipient Tr, and the appropriateness of the disclosure in this specific context Ac:
p(Duirc) = f(Du, Si, Tr, Ac).
This model can be implemented as a loglinear additive model or a full factorial loglinear model,
but more sophisticated implementations can be provided by machine learning algorithms, such
as decision trees, Bayesian models, and support vector machines. These algorithms are no
different from the standard algorithms discussed in the recommender systems literature.
Once the user’s privacy decisions are modeled, UTP should adapt to them. This adaptation
procedure could aim to exactly match users’ existing decisions, but it could also aim to automate
or support synergistic auxiliary behaviors, or even attempt to help users explore new ways to
manage their privacy [180].
UTP adapts the privacy settings, justifications, user interface, and/or
personalization procedure to users’ privacy concerns
There are different ways to provide privacy decision support in an adaptive manner. The most
common application of UTP is to adapt the privacy settings or information requests themselves,
which alleviates the burden of privacy decision-making. This can be done by making explicit
suggestions for certain privacy-related actions that can be taken in a TLA-based system,
highlighting the recommended privacy decisions (or hide the ones that are less likely to be
chosen), or automatically taking action [180].
Another type of adaptation is to give users personalized justifications for certain settings or
information requests [170]. This can involve giving TLA users a relevant explanation about the
reasons behind a privacy recommendation, but it can also involve educating them about the risks
and benefits involved in a privacy decision. Interface adaptations can also be used, specifically to
improve TLA users’ ability to control their privacy settings and making certain privacy actions
easier to accomplish in the interface of the TLA-based system.
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Finally, the TLA processors can adapt their personalization methods to the user’s privacy
concerns, selectively restricting the types of personalization a system can engage in based on the
collected user data, thereby preventing potential unwanted inferences to be made [343].
Recommendation: Implement UTP pervasively in TLA-based systems
The idea of UTP fits very well within the extensive user modeling approach of TLA. Moreover,
given the complexity of TLA, it is likely that user-tailored decision-support is the only feasible
solution that allows users to maintain considerable control over their privacy decisions without
overburdening them. As such, UTP may be critical to the successful management of privacy
issues in the TLA. We therefore recommend implementing UTP pervasively in TLA-based
systems. In the remaining two subsections of this section, we discuss various opportunities to do
so.

2.2 UTP for Learning Applications
The goal of TLA is to provide a learner with performance support and tailored learning content.
To provide this functionality, it requires extensive knowledge of the user’s operating context,
and a dynamic model of their knowledge, experience, and learning goals [272]. As discussed in
Specification Vol. 1, though, learning is often a creative activity that demands an environment
where consequence-free experimentation is encouraged. The continuous tracking of users’
activity can potentially create an expectation of continuous performance review, and thereby
quell users’ explorative behaviors. From a learning perspective, TLA faces an important dilemma:
extensive tracking allows TLA to support users’ learning behaviors, but the feeling of being
tracked can have a negative impact on these behaviors in the first place. In this regard, the goal
of UTP is to find the optimal balance between learning personalization and user comfort.
This is not an easy task. As an “open” learning architecture that provides integrative services
such as analytics and recommendations to third-party learning applications, TLA is not only
tasked with collecting and managing this knowledge about the user and their context; it is also
responsible for the potential propagation of this knowledge to (and between) the Activity
Providers that host the learning applications [101]. Users may not want all Activity Providers to
have full access to their data, hence substantial privacy management functionality is required.
UTP can provide a solution to this complex privacy management task.
Privacy should be taken into account when recommending Learning
Activities (meta-adaptations)
Meta-adaptations are individualized recommendations to switch from one Learning Activity to
another that are based on the learner’s specific needs and progress. One straightforward way in
which UTP can help TLA users manage their privacy, is by taking the privacy requirements of
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Learning Activities into account when making such recommendations. Particularly, certain
Learning Activities may require certain types of data for their operation. If users are not
comfortable with sharing these data, the system can avoid recommending these activities.
Conversely, if users have a history of sharing their data with certain trusted Activity Providers,
the system can restrict its recommendations to Learning Activities from these trusted providers,
or at least weigh this aspect in its meta-adaptation procedure. This is particularly useful if there
are multiple candidate Learning Activities that serve the same purpose. Finally, since trust is
often considered transitive within a social context, if a certain Learning Activity is already used
(and trusted) by the user’s closest colleagues, this too can serve as a basis for recommendation.
Several studies have looked into evaluating Web sites or applications from a privacy perspective.
Tsai et al. augment a product search engine with privacy indicators [330]: when users search for
a product, the search engine indicates the quality of the privacy practices of the vendor. They
find that users of their search engine actively evaluate the privacy of the vendors, and often end
up paying a premium for privacy. Egelman et al. [90] further test three different locations for
these privacy indicators: embedded in the search results, as an interstitial screen between
search results and product page, and at the top of the product page itself. The aforementioned
effects are strongest when the privacy indicators are included in the search results rather than
on the product page. Cranor et al. implement the idea of a privacy indicator on the Web in the
AT&T Privacy Bird, which compares Web sites’ machine-readable privacy policy with users’
indicated privacy preferences to provide a notice of whether the site the user is currently visiting
adheres to or violates their preferences [74].
Kelley et al. translate this approach to smartphone applications by providing additional privacyrelated information [158] or even a “privacy nutrition label” [157] to Android app store users.
Harkous et al. implement this approach with data-driven privacy indicators, and augment it with
an overview of information that can be inferred from the collected data [116].
Note that while all of the described studies provided users with privacy information about the
Web site or app, none of these studies took an active approach to provide privacy-based Web
site/app recommendations. With the advent of smartphones, the recommendation of
applications has become a thriving research topic, cf. [15,80,109,294,372], but to our knowledge
no work in this field has incorporated the apps’ privacy practices into the recommendation
process.
Given that it is possible to generate privacy evaluations for applications (as demonstrated by
Harkous et al. [116]), it should indeed be possible to incorporate privacy evaluations into the TLA
meta-adaptation process. This requires a hybrid recommender system that can merge the
output of the meta-adaptation process with the privacy evaluations. A very simple solution
would be to combine the predicted rating of the Learning Activity with the “privacy rating” of the
activity using a static weighted formula. More in line with the UTP philosophy, one could tailor
these weights (and/or the privacy rating itself) to the user’s privacy preferences.
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UTP can support users’ privacy management practices within each Learning
Activity
TLA is an “open” learning architecture that serves third-party learning applications. The adaptive
behavior of TLA is not limited to recommending Learning Activities to users (meta-adaptations);
it also provides opportunities for adaptive behavior within these Learning Activities (macro- and
micro-adaptations) [101]. A key benefit of TLA is that it provides these Learning Activities with a
centralized “data core”, which means that knowledge about the user no longer has to be
collected and managed by each app individually.
In Specification Vol. 1 (Section 4.1) we argued that while the knowledge about the user can be
managed centrally in TLA, the adaptation logic for within-app adaptations are better left to the
individual Activity Providers, because they may deem this adaptation logic proprietary business
information. Hence, in order to provide macro- and micro-adaptations based on knowledge
collected about the user, Activity Providers may require access to the data core through the
xAPI. As we have argued, though, users may not want all Activity Providers to have full access to
their data. Hence, like in many app ecosystems, users should be given control over their privacy
by requiring apps to ask for permission to use their data.
As such, we proposed the implementation of an “access control matrix” for xAPI in Specification
Vol. 1 (Section 6.2). However, we also noted that it would be difficult for users to manage the
settings in this matrix. Several studies have investigated mechanisms to help users manage app
permission settings. For example, Wang et al. created a comprehensive permission dialogue box
for Facebook applications that allows users to grant or revoke access particular types of
information [340]. In follow up work they added tooltips with additional information, and clearly
distinguished permissions that are considered sensitive [339]. They find that users make
substantial use of the provided controls, but installations do not increase, and even decrease
when sensitive permissions are highlighted.
UTP can also provide a solution here, by making user-tailored suggestions for app permissions.
For instance, Wang et al.’s initial work [340] also included a version of the permission dialogue
box that is somewhat personalized: it highlighted permissions based on a comparison between
the permissions requested by the app and the permissions the user has granted to other
Facebook users: a request would be marked in green if the user has set that information to
“public”, and red if the user has set that information to “friends” or “only me”.
UTP’s Learning Activity permission adaptations can also take the form of “smart default”
settings. Several studies have investigated this idea for smartphone apps. For example, Liu et al.
[216] developed a profile-based personalized privacy assistant for smartphone app permissions.
The app groups users into different profiles based on their privacy preferences. Based on these
profiles, the assistant recommends permission settings that the user could change. User study
results show that the recommendations were adopted by the majority of users. And that the
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recommendations led to more restrictive permission settings without compromising on user
comfort with these configurations.
An advantage of using UTP to manage users’ Learning Activity privacy settings is that it allows for
these settings to be more granular without suffering losses in usability: since UTP takes care of
the settings, rather than the user, the existence of a large array of settings and/or the continual
reevaluation of these settings no longer needs to be avoided. Wijesekera et al. [355] and Olejnik
et al. exploit this advantage by creating a system that makes app permissions dynamic, allowing
context to dictate whether a certain permission can be granted during a specific session. Their
approach yields 80% and 95.7% accuracy, respectively. In both cases, this was a very substantial
improvement over static permissions.
Recommendation: Develop a privacy API for TLA, and require Activity
Providers to make their policies and settings available through this API
In this section we discussed the use of UTP to recommend Learning Activities based on their
privacy practices and to recommend specific privacy settings within each Learning Activity. The
former procedure requires UTP to have detailed knowledge of the privacy practices of each
Learning Activity, preferably in a standardized format that can be used to compare privacy
practices between apps. Similarly, the latter requires UTP to have access to the privacy settings
offered by each Learning Activity, and preferably to be able to adjust these settings automatically
and on the fly.
To implement these requirements, we recommend the development of a privacy API for TLA.
Activity Providers can then be required to make their privacy policies accessible in machinereadable form through this API, much like the P3P specifications do for Web sites [75]. Similarly,
they can be required to expose their privacy settings as readable and settable properties, so that
UTP can tailor them to the user’s privacy preferences.
Without such an API, it will be very difficult to implement automated privacy recommendations
for Learning Activities. A potential workaround for the privacy policies could be to analyze the
text-based privacy policies using deep learning [115]. For the settings, an “overlay” can be
developed that automatically fills out the privacy settings as soon as the user accesses the
settings page, much like a form auto-completion tool [34,366].
Compared to these approaches, an enforced privacy API is much preferred. Not only does it
streamline the recommendation process; it likely also creates a competitive incentive for Activity
Providers to enforce a favorable privacy policy, lest their applications are ignored by the metaadaptation procedure due to poor privacy practices.
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2.3 UTP for Social Learning Experiences
Social learning experiences are an important part of TLA [336], as social learning has been shown
to improve performance, both offline [143] and online [153]. However, education is one
particular area where legislation is quite strict, even in the United States. As such, sharing
learning data without the user’s consent can be considered a violation of the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). Moreover, as outlined in Specification Vol. 1 (Section 5.2), results
from social media privacy studies suggest that users are considerate of their social network
privacy [313,346]. Hence, in TLA-based applications, not everyone will want to share all their
learning data with teammates, superiors, researchers, and/or other colleagues.
Social privacy management is arguably even more complex than other privacy management
aspects of TLA. The reason for this is that on social networks disclosure is influenced by factors
that are similar to but conceptually different from privacy, such as in-group identification, social
capital, and reputation management [358]. Moreover, beyond disclosure, in social networking
there are other privacy boundaries that users may want to protect [151,360,363]. Finally, the
social process of connecting and interacting with other learners may be influenced by privacybased personality traits [254].
UTP can be employed to support social-network sharing through automatic
friend grouping and audience selection
Research on social networks shows that users share different types of information to a different
extent, to different audiences [172,178,250,373]. This is arguably because many social network
users have multiple groups of people in their social network, with each group having different
expectations about them [331]. Due to the complexity of this task (e.g., Facebook users have a
median of 200 contacts each [299]), users tend to have difficulty estimating the reach of
information they share on social media, which can result in over-disclosure [346].
This is not for a lack of control. Indeed, most social networks may have a “sharing matrix” (similar
to the “access control matrix” described in the previous subsection) which governs the
accessibility of each piece of information on the network, including each individual post.
However, in many cases, people tend not to know the true privacy impact of their daily social
media interactions [312], and share posts in a manner that is often inconsistent with their own
disclosure intentions [222].
Several suggestions have been made to simplify the sharing-setting task on social networks. For
example, both Facebook and Google+ have a mechanism that enables users to categorize their
contacts as a means to more efficiently determine their selective sharing preferences [150,349].
However, a study found that even though users have a clear understanding of its “circles”
feature and know how to use it, many users do not use it to the full extent [82,349].
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This lack of engagement with selective sharing features is likely due to the fact that users’ selfdefined categories are not always useful: when prompted, they tend to categorize contacts into
semantically meaningful categories, but these categorizations may not be adequate for making
privacy decisions [156]. As such, automatic friend-grouping procedures may generate more
accurate categorizations. Along those lines, Knijnenburg et al. present an approach for
segmenting recipients into groups that are concise from a privacy perspective [178]. TLA can
leverage this approach to determine recipient groups for shared learning experiences.
Beyond this, algorithms can suggest which groups to share certain information with. For
example, Knijnenburg and Jin recommend audience-related sharing settings for a locationsharing service [177]. A more sophisticated approach is taken by Fang and LeFevre, who use
hierarchical clustering on social network structures to predict the most suitable audience for
users’ personal information [96]. TLA can use similar techniques to predict with whom the user
will want to share their learning data.
UTP can support users’ social privacy boundary management strategies
Research has shown that social network users employ privacy management strategies that go
beyond selective information sharing. For example, Wisniewski et al. show that social network
users protect their privacy across multiple relational boundaries [151,360], which include:
managing incoming information (e.g. “newsfeed”), managing connections (e.g. friend requests),
managing conversations (e.g. chat, comments), managing others’ posts about you (e.g. group
activities or accomplishments). Further work shows that social network users can be classified
into six profiles when it comes to these privacy boundary management strategies [361].
Arguably, TLA users have similar relationship boundary management strategies when it comes to
social learning applications. As implementing these strategies may be difficult and timeconsuming, they could be supported in an adaptive manner. Users’ privacy profiles can serve as
a starting point for such adaptations, which can take the form of automations, suggestions [240],
or interface adaptations [356].
UTP can support the selection of co-learners and learning groups
An important part of social learning is the selection of fellow learners with whom to connect, and
of groups to join. On regular social networks, relationships and group memberships often mirror
people’s offline relationships [255], and we largely expect similar patterns in TLA-based social
learning applications. Note though, that users’ learning performance may be influenced by the
performance and behavior of fellow learners. Hence, beyond preexisting offline relationships,
users may be advised to consider learning-related factors in the selection of groups and fellow
learners.
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To support this activity, UTP can help recommend social connections—a practice that is wellstudied in the field of “people recommendation” [42,57,111]. Such recommendations could for
instance take into account users’ interaction style: As mentioned in Specification Vol. 1 (Section
1.3), not all users interact online in the same manner: FYI communicators prefer to keep in touch
with others through posting and reading status updates, i.e., without actually having to interact
with them, while people who are not FYI communicators prefer to interact in a more direct
manner [254]. Hence, someone with an FYI communication style may be more compatible with
others that prefer that communication style, and vice versa, so UTP could take this personal trait
into account when recommending fellow learners.
Likewise, and more specific to learning, we mentioned in Specification Vol. 1 (Section 5.2) that
users may perform better when associating themselves with others that are better (upward
social comparison) or others that are worse (downward social comparison) [320]. Therefore, in
situations where learners are to work in pairs, UTP could pair upward social comparators with
slightly more advanced downward social comparators.
Finally, when it comes to groups, certain people perform better in smaller groups versus larger
groups, and open groups versus closed groups. Adapting to this preference is another thing that
can be implemented in UTP.
Note that in some cases people will have to work together, regardless of their styles and
preferences. When learners find themselves in a situation with such incompatibilities, the fact
that each user has their own privacy preferences may result in conflicts between each user’s
personalized settings. UTP should try to reconcile these preferences the best way possible; see
Section 6.4 of this document.
Recommendation: Develop a social learning API for TLA to support the
cohesive management of social privacy boundaries
One goal of TLA is to create a streamlined learning experience across various learning
applications. As such, users should not have to re-engage in social network creation and
management in each individual Learning Activity. Hence TLA should have a social learning API for
the management of friends and other contacts across Activity Providers. This reduces social
privacy boundary management practices, as it allows users to manage these boundaries across
multiple learning applications at once. With a central API in place, UTP can easily be
implemented to further support these privacy boundary management practices, e.g. through colearner and group recommendation, recipient grouping, audience selection, and other boundary
regulation practices.
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3 Measuring privacy
The idea behind UTP is to model users’ privacy decisions. In Specification Vol. 1 (Section 1), we
provided ample evidence that users vary extensively in their privacy decisions, due to both
personal [118,119,351,352] and contextual [26,69,130,145,150,208,211,246,250,260,326,349]
differences. In other words: no two people make exactly the same privacy decisions, and even
for the same person the decision tends to depend on the context. Moreover, even when the
decision is the same, the motivation behind it may differ per user and per context.
To accurately model users’ privacy decisions, one thus has to first “map out” how these decisions
depend on personal and contextual variables, such as:
-

-

-

The data requested (What)—Several researchers have found that people have different
preferences for regarding the disclosure of different types of information [197,218,250,309],
and engage in different protective behaviors to a different extent [361].
The user him/herself (Who)—Research also shows that there exist distinct profiles of privacy
behaviors among users [172,250,361].
The recipient of the information (To whom)—The recipient seems to play an important role
in users’ disclosure decisions, both in “commercial” and “social” privacy settings
[150,168,173,208,261,349].
Other factors, usually system-specific—In certain types of systems, privacy preferences may
depend on other contextual factors [26,86,87,368].

This section discusses the existing research on these dependencies and argues that “purpose
specificity” can be used as a guiding principle for mapping these dependencies. Given that these
dependencies tend to differ per system, we argue that TLA implementers should conduct
extensive studies to quantify these dependencies in the context of TLA. Section 4.1 discusses the
technical matter of implementing these dependencies in UTP.

3.1 The data (What)
The data, or “what” is being requested, is the foremost factor in determining users’ privacy
tendencies. In Specification Vol. 1 (Section 2) we outlined several types of input data that TLAbased systems are envisioned to collect. We also noted that these data may not all be equally
sensitive, as they range from public knowledge (e.g. the user’s military rank) to psychological
assessments and minute details about training performance. In this subsection, we provide
evidence for the fact that users’ privacy concerns and behaviors regarding different types of
information indeed vary substantially.
Privacy protection extends beyond disclosing information to other boundary-preserving
behaviors [17]. For example, users can manage relational boundaries (e.g. friending and
unfriending), territorial boundaries (e.g. deleting or contesting unwanted content posted by
others), network boundaries (e.g. hiding or disclosing their contacts), and interactional
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boundaries (e.g. blocking other users or hiding one’s online status) [151,360]. We discuss
research that shows that these behaviors also vary substantially per user.
Sensitivity and disclosure tendency vary by type of information
Several researchers have demonstrated a variability in the average perceived sensitivity of
different types of information:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Ackerman [3], Figure 1: people are most comfortable providing their favorite TV show,
snack, and e-mail address; they are least comfortable providing their phone number,
credit card number, and social security number.
Metzger [233], Appendix A: sex, first name, education level, and age are considered least
sensitive; telephone number, credit card number, banking information, and social
security number are considered most sensitive.
Metzger [232], Table 1: education level, first name, time spent online, and sex are
considered least sensitive; social security number, telephone number, street address, and
credit card number are considered most sensitive.
Knijnenburg et al. [166], Table 12: age, gender, height, and parental status are considered
least sensitive; birth control use, number of sexual partners, sports activity, and savings
are considered most sensitive.
Knijnenburg et al. [172], Table 12: people are most comfortable disclosing their gender
and their favorite movie, food, and music to a retailer; they are least comfortable
disclosing their phone number, income, and whether they use birth control.
Wang et al. [347], Figure 1: people are most comfortable publicly disclosing their
interests, groups, religion and links on their social network page; they are least
comfortable disclosing their e-mail address, street address, and phone number.

Behaviorally, several researchers have shown that people are more likely to disclose certain
types of information and less likely to disclose other types of information:
•

•

•

Joinson et al. [146], Table 1: people are most likely to disclose their height, season in
which they were born, and whether they are left- or right-handed; they are least likely to
disclose their number of sexual partners, number of relationships, sexual orientation, and
weight.
Knijnenburg et al. [169], Table 2: people are most likely to disclose their gender, the
amount they read, and their age to an app recommender system, and least likely to give
a system access to their web browsing, e-mail messages, and credit card purchases. They
also show that disclosure decreases as the amount of disclosed data accumulates.
Kobsa et al. [190], Table 1: people are most likely to disclose their phone plan,
relationship status, race, and field of work to an app recommender system, and least
likely to give a system access to their microphone, e-mail messages, and credit card
purchases.
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Wisniewski et al. [361], Figure 2: Facebook users are least likely to block apps, events, or
people; they are most likely to set the default visibility of posts on their walls or in which
they are tagged, and to restrict their chat availability.

Generally speaking, interests and basic demographics seem least sensitive, while financial
information, contact information and details about a person’s sex life are most sensitive.
Interestingly, the sensitivity and disclosure tendencies vary by study (e.g. e-mail is among the
most sensitive in some studies but among the least sensitive in others). Arguably, this depends
on the context of the study, which determines the purpose for which the information is
collected. This purpose specificity makes it difficult for TLA implementers to use existing research
in gauging the relative sensitivity of data collected by TLA-based systems. Instead, they should
conduct their own studies for this purpose.
Privacy behaviors are multi-dimensional
To support UTP, it would be useful to know to what extent users’ disclosure tendencies
regarding different types of information are interdependent: If they are decidedly not, then UTP
must make separate predictions about users’ disclosure tendency for each individual piece of
information; if they are, then UTP can use users’ known tendency to disclose certain items to
predict unknown tendencies regarding other items.
Some studies treat the disclosure of each item as a separate decision and make no assumptions
about correlations between these decisions [8,146]. Others treat disclosure behaviors as a
unidimensional scale by summing individual disclosures into an overall measurement of
disclosure tendency [142,232,234]. Again others group items into a number of distinct scales,
based on the sensitivity of the items [164]. Finally, some studies distinguish different types of
information [104,247,309], assuming that certain types of information are more closely related
than others. In the latter category, some researchers have even been able to statistically validate
such a multi-dimensional structure:
•

•
•

•

Khalil and Connelly [160] suggest two dimensions of information disclosure in their
context-aware telephony service: location/activity disclosures, and
conversation/company disclosures.
Buchanan et al. [43] uncover two dimensions of privacy behavior among 12 items: a
general caution dimension and a technical protection dimension.
In a study on community-based video surveillance, Koshimizu et al. [197] find seven
factors of attitudes towards social and authoritative surveillance that relate to the
responsibilities and concerns regarding the communal use of a surveillance system.
Lusoli et al. [218] find four dimensions in users’ preferences towards the collection of
personal data by e-commerce sites: social information, biographical information,
sensitive information, and security information. They also find six dimensions of privacy
protection behaviors: reactive practices (e.g. spam- and spyware filters), proactive
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practices (e.g. contacting websites about their privacy practices), withholding
information, minimizing disclosure, avoiding the use of technology, and lying.
In a study on disclosure behavior in an interpersonal privacy context, Olson et al. [250]
find six different dimensions among 40 types of information, but the uncovered
dimensions defy succinct description.
Knijnenburg et al. [172] study dimensionality in three contexts. In a mobile app
recommender system, they find two dimensions: disclosure of context data and
demographics data. In a study on Facebook disclosure tendencies, they find four
dimensions: Facebook activity, location, contact info, and life/interests. Finally, in a study
on disclosure tendencies towards e-commerce retailers, they find four dimensions:
health-related information, personal interests, job-related information, and contact
information. Interestingly, while most correlations between dimensions are positive, they
find that contact information is negatively correlated with the other dimensions.
Wisniewski et al. [361] study the dimensionality of Facebook privacy protection
behaviors. They find 11 dimensions among 28 behaviors: altering one's News Feed,
moderating one's Timeline/Wall, reputation management, limiting visibility of
information posted about the user by others, blocking people, blocking apps or event
invitations, restricting chat availability, selective sharing, custom friend lists, withholding
contact information, and withholding basic information.

These results are promising for the implementation of UTP, because they show that disclosure is
more complex than a single tendency, but also not completely unstructured. The ostensive
differences between the uncovered dimensional structures also show, though, that the
underlying dimensionality of disclosure behaviors varies by context. This makes it difficult for TLA
implementers to directly use existing research in gauging the dimensionality of data collected by
TLA-based systems. Instead, they should conduct their own studies for this purpose.
Recommendation: Study privacy behavior (and dimensionality)
in TLA-based systems to provide a basis for UTP
No existing research on differences in (and the dimensionality of) privacy behaviors has been
conducted in the context of personalized learning environments, so this research cannot be
directly translated to TLA-based systems. We therefore strongly recommend that TLA
implementers spend time researching users’ privacy behaviors as a basis for input to the
potential implementation of UTP.
As such, we envision that the “what” dimension can be implemented in UTP in four ways. The
simplest method is to use content-agnostic algorithms that figure out the relative occurrence
and structure of privacy behaviors on their own accord. These algorithms are likely to fall prey to
the “cold start problem”, though, and may also be subject to overfitting (see Section 4.4).
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Another method is to conduct user research on data collected during initial usage of the TLAbased system, using the methods presented in [172,361]. This allows one to carefully consider
the dimensionality of the behaviors in situ, but it requires a delayed implementation of UTP.
A third method is to conduct scenario-based multi-factorial experiments to quantify the relative
sensitivity and the dimensionality of various types data. This method does not use real behavior
as a ground truth but can be conducted prior to implementation.
Finally, TLA implementers, with appropriate care, can attempt to translate existing findings to
TLA-based systems. For example, the TLA processors are essentially app recommender systems,
and thus may take note of the fact that users tend to disallow such systems access to their emails and credit card purchase. In such systems demographic data is regarded as a different type
of data than context data. Similarly, a social learning component is in many ways similar to a
social network, so developers of such a component can consider Wisniewski et al.’s [361] eleven
dimensions in their design process (cf. [356]),and also take note of the fact that users tend to
mostly engage in managing direct access (e.g., via chat) and posts about them by others (e.g.,
posts on their timeline, or posts in which they are tagged).

3.2 The user (Who)
In the previous subsection we demonstrated that the extent to which users disclose information
(and, more generally, engage in privacy-related behaviors) differs substantially based on the type
of information that is being requested (or, more generally, the type of behavior). In this section
we provide evidence for the fact that these behaviors also vary substantially by user (the “who”).
And just like the “what”, the “who” often shows some inherent structure, which can be captured
in disclosure profiles or privacy management profiles.
Users differ in their level of privacy concern and behavior
Arguably the first attempt to measure between-person differences in privacy attitudes was the
Equifax survey by Westin and Harris & Associates [351], who used a short questionnaire of three
items across several surveys to classify people into three broad categories: privacy fundamentalists, pragmatists, and unconcerned [118,120]. This approach, while widely used even
today, has received considerable critique [365], most importantly revolving the argument that a
low-medium-high classification of privacy concerns is too simplistic to be useful in most cases
[172].
Culnan expands upon the Equifax survey with two items from Smith et al. (cf. [300]) to measure
users’ loss of control and unauthorized secondary use of personal information [79]. Smith et al.
[301], in turn, extend this scale to 15 items, creating the Concern For Information Privacy (CFIP)
scale, which measures collection concerns, unauthorized access, fear of accidental errors, and
secondary use. Finally, Malhotra et al. [223] further extended the CFIP scale and adapt it to an
Internet environment, to create two scales: a 6-item scale for General Information Privacy
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Concern (GIPC), and a 10-item Internet Users Information Privacy Concern (IUIPC) scale
measuring collection, control, and awareness.
Behaviorally, many researchers have remarked that people differ substantially in how they deal
with privacy [3,47,250]. Indeed, most of the works listed in Section 3.1 report sizable standard
deviations in their estimates of disclosure tendencies and privacy behaviors.
Users can be clustered into a number of privacy profiles
One extension beyond the simplistic “levels of concern” approach is to create privacy clusters or
“profiles”: using machine learning techniques, users can be sorted into groups that demonstrate
similar behaviors. In some cases, this approach builds upon the idea of dimensions; people are
clustered based on their values of the different dimensions. For example:
•

•

•

•

Knijnenburg et al. [172], Study 1, cluster the users of their app recommender on the two
dimensions of demographic data and context data. They find four clusters: three of users
who score low, medium, or high on their likelihood to disclose either type of data, and a
fourth cluster of users who are likely to disclose demographic data, but unlikely to
disclose context data.
Knijnenburg et al. [172], Study 2, cluster Facebook users on four dimensions (Facebook
activity, location, contact info, and life/interests), and find five clusters: users with a
tendency to disclose everything, users who disclose everything except contact info, users
who disclose activity and life/interest only, users who disclose activity and location only,
and users who are unwilling to disclose anything.
Knijnenburg et al. [172], Study 3, cluster the e-commerce users on four dimensions
(health, interests, work, and contact info). They find four clusters: users with a tendency
to disclose everything except contact info, users with a tendency to disclose only contact
info, users who disclose their interests and contact info, and users with a moderate level
of disclosure on each dimension.
Wisniewski et al. [361] cluster Facebook users on their 11 dimensions of Facebook
privacy behaviors. They find six profiles: privacy maximizers, selective sharers, privacy
balancers, time savers/consumers, self-censors, and privacy minimalists.

Alternatively, people could be clustered directly on their behaviors. For example, Bahirat et al.
propose various clustering algorithms to sort users of an IoT privacy settings system into a
number of categories [24]. Their optimal, 3-category solution has one cluster of users who want
to prevent all IoT data collection; one cluster of users who are okay with the collection of certain
types of data, but only if done by their own devices; and a third cluster of users who are okay
with data collection by their own devices, friends’ devices, their employer or school’s devices, or
devices of nearby businesses, as well as colleagues’ devices (but only if it is done for certain
predetermined reasons).
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The presented approaches to privacy profiles are nascent, and not without criticism. First of all,
the uncovered profiles are static, while people’s privacy behaviors tend to change over time (cf.
[313]). Moreover, not every person may fit perfectly into a single profile, and “fuzzy profiles”
may create more accurate solutions [323]. Similarly, UTP can go beyond profiles altogether, and
provide personalized predictions for each individual user. That said, profiles can still provide a
useful input parameter for UTP.
Another problem is that clusters/profiles are completely data-driven, which means that they fall
prey to the same “cold-start” and overfitting problems (see Section 4.4) as the dimensionality
approaches discussed in Section 3.1. The remainder of this subsection circumvents this problem
by analyzing traits and aspects that underlie the differences in users’ privacy behaviors.
Cultural differences have a significant impact on users’ privacy concerns
and behaviors
At a macro-level, there are important cross-cultural differences in privacy behavior. For instance,
Kim and Yun found that Koreans avoid information access by unwanted friends by temporarily
closing their personal profiles rather than unfriending someone because of Jeong, a feeling that
stresses relational interdependence [161]. Similarly, a recent study by Saway et al. [284] shows
that Asian users (China, Japan, South Korea) are likely to exhibit less private behavior online and
to be less concerned about online privacy. Users from France exhibited the most secure
behavior, while Americans and users from the Emirates portrayed behaviors that were less
secure than the French.
Mostly, though, differences in privacy behavior have been described in terms of differences in
certain universal cultural dimensions [127,289]. The most prominent dimension is
individualism/collectivism, which stresses the balance between a person’s autonomous needs
and goals and those of the community. This research finds that users in individualistic cultures
generally have more privacy concerns than those in collectivistic cultures, and are consequently
less likely to disclose person information and more likely to adopt privacy management
behaviors [61,212,235,237,269,310].
Notably, Li et al. [212] study information disclosure across eight different countries, and find that
people from collectivistic countries (China, India) find it acceptable to disclose personal
information to the government or employers, as they tend to “subjugate individual rights and
goals for a sense of commitment to the group and of self-sacrifice for the common good.” In
contrast, for people from individualistic countries (US, Germany) this is unacceptable, as they
feel less obligated to disclose personal information if there is no specific demand. The authors
indicate that these people are more willing to disclose for paid services, or for services with a
pre-existing relationship to the service. In addition, users from individualistic countries find
computers to be more relevant for a proper control of the disclosure of personal data, while in
collectivistic countries mobile devices are more preferable and more likely to be used in data
disclosure.
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In the use of social media, people in collectivistic cultures are more likely to disclose personal
information [269], be concerned with fake identities [347], limit friends to close ties [62], and
have a higher level of intimate self-disclosure [62]. Users in individualistic cultures, on the other
hand, are more likely to be privacy-concerned and are therefore more likely to adopt privacy
protection behaviors [310,347], tend to have large networks with a variety of relationships
[63,162], use social media for entertainment [162].
As TLA is employed in different cultural settings, it would be important to include cultural
variations as part of UTP. As Li et al. [212] demonstrate, this will likely result in a significant
improvement in the accuracy of privacy predictions.
Demographic differences have a significant impact on users’ privacy
concerns and behaviors
At a more individual level, research shows important demographic differences in privacy
behavior. For example:
•
•

•

•

A study by Hoy & Milne [129] found significant gender differences in young adults’
privacy beliefs, reactions to behavioral advertising, and personal information-sharing and
privacy protection behaviors on Facebook.
Demographic variables were considered in an early study of privacy concern among job
applicants [279]. Privacy concerns were measured regarding aspects of participants’
family and background, personal history, interests and values, financial management, and
social adjustment. The study found the level of concern regarding each type of concern
differed significantly based on age, gender, education level, rural/urban background, and
income level. The findings demonstrate demographics influence not only privacy
attitudes overall, but also across specific domains.
A study by Saway et al. [284] surprisingly shows no effect of gender and rural/urban
background on security behavior. They do however find an effect of income: people with
income level with at least 60$K per year exhibit more security behaviors than people with
a lower income.
In a rare study on differences in users’ reactions towards disclosure justifications,
Knijnenburg and Kobsa [170] show a strong difference between males and females:
While males with a low disclosure tendency are not persuaded by justifications, females
with a low disclosure tendency can be convinced with an explanation. For males with a
high disclosure tendency, a justification based on usefulness may be effective, while for
females with a high disclosure tendency it is best to refrain from using any justifications.

Some of the effects of demographics may be explained by users’ previous experience/comfort
level with technology [314]. Sundar and Marathe compared the psychological appeal of
personalization and customization. System-initiated personalization (SIP), is conducted by the
system automatically using an individual’s preferences and prior behavior. User-initiated
customization (UIC), on the other hand, is done by users of systems, rather than the system
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itself. Sundar and Marathe note that although both SIP and UIC ultimately provide users tailored
content, user experience differs between the two. They suggest that with SIP, the outcome (i.e.
tailored content) is key and the process does not matter. In contrast, with UIC, the affordance of
user agency is most important in appraisals of a system. As such, the concept of “power users”
explained why some users are satisfied with SIP and others prefer UIC. Power users—users who
are more knowledgeable about computing and more comfortable managing system controls—
had a greater appreciation for UIC, whereas non-power users, having less expertise and
experience, had a more positive experience when SIP was implemented. This is in line with
Knijnenburg et al. [166], who show that users with low domain knowledge have more trust in
systems that are less user-controllable, while users with high domain knowledge have more trust
in systems that are more user-controllable. The key implication of this study for UTP is the
importance of identifying power users. If power users can be identified, the need to highlight
privacy assurances and alleviate risk perceptions would be even greater for those users.
Demographic aspects are important to consider when employing UTP as part of TLA. Age and
income may be particularly important, as these variables tend to correlate with military rank.
Gender is of course also important, especially if one esteems not to create a gender-biased
privacy recommender. While research on demographic differences in privacy concerns and
behaviors is plentiful, it is at times contradictory. We therefore suggest that TLA implementers
carefully investigate this aspect.
Personality differences have a significant impact on users’ privacy concerns
and behaviors
Like demographics, personality has certain effects on users’ privacy concerns and behavior, but
the effects seem rather inconsistent between studies:
•
•

•
•

•

Studies have found that extraverts are more likely to use positive social media
[71,278,282], while other studies have found no effect [149,196,253] or even that
extraverts are less likely to disclose or spend time online [45].
Results for agreeableness are equally divided: some find that it increases privacy concern
[196,253], some find no effect [18,196], while others find that it decreases it [149].
Females who score low on agreeableness are less likely to upload pictures to Facebook
[18].
Those who are conscientious have higher privacy concerns [149,253] (although some
studies find no effect [18,196], but also perceive a higher ease of use of social networks
[278].
Neuroticism increases privacy concerns via computer anxiety [196,253] (although some
find no effect [18,149]), and has a negative effect on social media use [71] and posting
photos [281].
For openness to experience, some find a positive effect on concerns [279] via computer
anxiety [196,253], but it also has a positive effect on social media use and disclosure
[18,71].
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The vast differences in effects of personality on privacy concerns and behavior may be due to
different theoretical interpretations of privacy. On the one hand, in an early study of the
personality correlates regarding privacy concern [279], Rosenbaum argues that personality
represents “the type of image an individual predicts of himself in his interpersonal relationships”
(p. 337). Therefore, those who are (or at least choose to present themselves as) more outgoing,
cooperative, and forceful would perceive questions as less invasive.
Junglas et al., on the other hand, explain personality effects in terms of protection motivation
theory: When faced with a threat, people assess the threat by estimating their vulnerability to
the threat, as well as the seriousness of the threat. A coping appraisal then occurs in which a
person determines how effective the response to the threat would be and the competence that
would be required to execute that response. In this interpretation, people who are more
outgoing, cooperative, and forceful would be more motivated to protect themselves [149].
The latter effect may also relate to self-confidence, which has been shown to have a large effect
on users’ security behavior-intentions [284], even larger than users’ actual knowledge about
computer-security. Self-confidence may increase disclosure if users feel confident about
protecting themselves against privacy violations.
Personality may also influence users’ amenability to persuasive messages. For example, Orji et al.
[252] found that tailoring persuasive games to gamer type increased the effectiveness of
motivating healthy behavior. By analogy, personal characteristics of users may be important in
presenting UTP recommendations in a persuasive manner.
The aforementioned research relates privacy concerns, social media use, and disclosure to
general personality traits (e.g. the Big Five). Some research has shown that more
communication-specific traits such as the “FYI communication style” are a more stable correlate
of privacy-related behaviors. Users with a “high FYI” trait prefer to communicate passively,
indirectly, and publicly, e.g. via status updates, while people who score low on FYI prefer to
communicate actively, directly, and one-on-one, e.g. via text, voice or video-chat [254].

Recommendation: Study differences in users’ privacy behavior
in TLA-based systems to provide a basis for UTP
For User-Tailored Privacy to succeed, TLA implementers must carefully consider the “usertailored” part. Hence, they should study and incorporate inter-user differences in privacy
concerns and behaviors. Profiling is an interesting means to do this, because (unlike using
demographics or personality) it requires little additional data beyond users’ actual disclosure
behaviors. We have noted, though, that profiles fall prey to cold start and overfitting problems.
A possible solution would be to adopt profiles uncovered by existing research. Profiles are likely
context-dependent, though, and thus hard to generalize to TLA directly. However, we can use
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them as design personas. For example, in Wilkinson et al. [356] we developed such personas for
TLA based on Wisniewski et al.’s [356] profiles. Table 1 shows how these personas can apply to
TLA-based systems.
Table 1: TLA privacy personas, based on Wisniewski et al.’s profiles.
Selective Sharers
Self-Censors
Time Savers
Privacy Maximizers
Privacy Balancers
Privacy Minimalists

Suggestion
require sophisticated functionality to curate and selectively share their personal
information and training outcomes with specific applications and groups of people.
require mechanisms for curation, non-personalized mechanisms for the selection
of learning material, and highly restricted forms of sharing learning outcomes.
should be able to opt out of active notifications and social features.
require all of the functionality described above.
require mechanisms for curation, blocking, and avoiding direct interaction.
require systems that allow them to maximally benefit from their adaptive and
social functionalities.

That said, UTP results are likely to be more precise if they are based on profiles that have been
determined based on real TLA users. As mentioned in Section 27, this can be done by conducting
user research on data collected during the initial usage of the TLA-based system, and then using
the methods presented in [172,361]. This allows one to create profiles based on the behaviors in
situ, but it requires a delayed implementation of UTP. Another method is to conduct scenariobased multi-factorial experiments to create profiles. This method does not use real behavior as a
ground truth but can be conducted prior to implementation.
Beyond profiles, we recommend including cultural, demographic, and personality-based
variations in privacy concerns and behavior as part of UTP, especially since TLA-based systems
are envisioned to be deployed in environments that are diverse and multicultural.

3.3 The recipient (To whom)
A third important variable that influences users’ privacy concerns and behaviors is the recipient
of the information. In this section we provide evidence for the fact that users’ privacy concerns
and behaviors vary substantially depending on the recipient, guided by the principles of trust.
And just like the “what” and the “who”, recipients can be clustered into groups or “circles” which
imposes some structure on the effect of recipient.
Users’ privacy concerns and behaviors differ substantially by recipient
The fact that users’ privacy concerns and behaviors differ substantially by recipient has been
most prominently investigated in the field of social media. Several researchers have shown that
users make inferences about the value and purpose of the information for a requester/recipient
in their decision of what to disclose to whom [69,82,198,208,250,260,261]. Most social networks
therefore allow users to share specific posts and profile items with specific recipients [221,373].
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Privacy decisions are conceptually different when the recipient is a business or an application.
Whereas decisions regarding people as recipients are usually governed by social conventions,
decisions about what to disclose to applications are governed by information privacy concerns.
Despite these different governing principles, users’ privacy preferences tend to vary for different
types of apps as well [158], and the most prominent platforms (i.e. iOS, Android, and Facebook)
demand users to grant permissions to apps one by one [371]. Similarly, there is a substantial
stream of research on granting selective permissions to different types of Web sites
[20,35,75,193].
Recipients can be clustered into a number of groups or “circles”
To simplify disclosure decisions, Facebook and Google+ both allow users to categorize their
contacts as a means to more efficiently determine what to share with whom ([150,349]). On
both networks there are standard categories, and users can also create their own categories.
Note though, that this feature is rarely used [82,312,349], because when people are prompted
to categorize their friends into semantically meaningful categories, they often create categories
that are inadequate for making privacy decisions [156].
In response, researchers have explored the idea of supporting users with “privacy setting
wizards” [359], and with system-defined categories based on an analysis of the structure of their
social network [96]. These kinds of systems could be adopted as part of UTP. Knijnenburg et al.
suggest an alternative mechanism for segmenting recipients which is based on the statistical
principles of convergent and discriminant validity [178].
Grouping by type has also been proposed for automating privacy decisions regarding different
types of Web sites in the P3P protocol [20,35,75,193], but this protocol has lost its relevance in
recent years. Interestingly, there has been no proposal to group (mobile) app privacy decisions
by type of app.
Users’ privacy concerns and behaviors towards various recipients are
governed by trust
Users’ privacy concerns and behaviors regarding various recipients—people or
apps/businesses—are governed by the concept of trust [231]. In TLA, this concept can relate to
the user’s direct team versus other colleagues or known versus new learning applications.
Trust in learning applications is important in any learning environment, but especially in TLAbased systems that introduce personalized recommendations [33,378]. Wang and Benbasat
[341] describe three types of trust that can be distinguished in this context: Competence,
benevolence, and integrity. Users are capable of rating recommender systems on these
dimensions [30], and users’ trust in a personalization provider tends to significantly influence
their disclosure tendencies [19,40,84,169,194,213,315,335,369,376].
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In interpersonal situations, trust also influences users’ tendency to answer requests for personal
information [147], self-disclosure [50,269], and tendency to exert control [65]. Recipient
grouping and trust have also be combined, noting that within each type of recipient, there may
be some who are more trusted than others [270].
Trust in social settings can be categorized as cognition-based trust (reputation), personalitybased trust (disposition), calculative trust (rationalization), institutional trust (normality and
assurances), and knowledge-based trust (familiarity). Different types of trust seem required to
facilitate different types of interactions, e.g. interpersonal communication, group
communication and mass communication [59]. Likewise, trust seems to be influenced by the
type of social media it occurs on: in closed social networks, people reported greater cognitive
trust in user-generated content than in marketer generated content. In open social networks,
people have more emotional trust in marketer generated content than in user-generated
content [64].
Recommendation: Study users’ trust of various TLA-based data recipients
Users of TLA-based systems will likely vary in their level of trust in the various recipients of their
personal information, and UTP should take these variations into account. Research on recipients
has been largely split between people as recipients (i.e. social media settings) and
apps/businesses as recipients. Both of these lines of research are relevant for TLA, because as we
mentioned in Specification Vol. 1 (Section 5), data in TLA can be shared with many different
entities: e.g. applications, peer users, superiors, researchers.
In both lines of research, grouping/categorization has been proposed as a means to reduce the
complexity of making recipient-specific privacy decisions. Interestingly, though, most systems
leave the grouping up to the user themselves, and there is very little research on what groupings
are most efficient for privacy decision-making (with [178] as a notable exception), let alone what
types of recipients are considered generally most and least trustworthy. As such, TLA
implementers should study this aspect themselves, by tracking users’ privacy decisions in early
implementations of TLA, or by running factorial scenario-based experiments on recipient
categorization and trust.

3.4 Other factors (system specific, purpose specific)
Beyond “what”, “who”, and “to whom”, there are other contextual variables that can influence
privacy concern and behavior. Rationally, such variables may have an influence on how useful or
beneficial the revelation of information is. For example, TLA-based system users may find it less
useful to share their location with fellow learners during their time off, since they are not
available for collaborative learning during those times anyway. A similar effect was found by Xie
et al. [368], who show that on weekdays, users are more likely to share their location with
colleagues, while on weekends, they are more likely to share with family. Xie et al. argue that this
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is due to users’ likely availability to colleagues during work hours, versus family during their time
off.
Context may also have an emotionally mediated effect: since privacy concern and behavior is
based on a self-relevant evaluation of threat and trust, they may be influenced by how the user
specifically feels at that specific time, location, etc.
Contextual variables seem most important for situations where information is continuously
tracked (e.g. location-sharing services, heart rate monitors)—in these cases time and place are
most relevant. Contextual variables can also apply to other situations, though. For example, TLA
users’ decision to share test results with peer learners may depend on their mood.
Time (of day, of week) influences users’ privacy concerns and behaviors
Time as a contextual influencer of privacy concerns and behavior has specifically been
investigated in the context of location-sharing. In TLA-based systems, time can play a role when
it comes to continuous tracking of learning/training activity.
In the context of location-sharing, time-of-day is most influential on users’ concerns and
behaviors, but day-of-week also contributes to the variability in users’ location-sharing
preferences [26]. The former can be simplified to “business hours” versus evening/night [368],
while the latter can be simplified to weekday versus weekend [26,368].
Researchers who have developed privacy-setting interfaces for location-sharing services have
shown that time is the most prominent variable people use to specify rules about the disclosure
of their location [316,359].
Location influences users’ privacy concerns and behaviors
Similarly, location has also primarily been studied as a contextual variable in location-sharing
systems, and these studies have shown it to be an important factor, especially in combination
with time [26]. Again, in TLA-based systems location can play a role when it comes to continuous
tracking of learning/training activity.
Like time, location can be simplified into a series of types of locations [317,368], with users
making the most prominent distinctions between “home” and “work”, especially when asked to
share their location during business hours [261]. Among other locations, certain places are
obviously more sensitive than others (e.g. hospital, place of worship, bar) [368]. Moreover, Toch
et al. show that users’ privacy concerns and behaviors regarding location-sharing are related to
“entropy”: the more uncommon the place is, the higher the concerns [326].
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Other contextual factors may influence users’ privacy concerns and
behaviors as well, but little research has been done on this topic
The influence of time and location on privacy concerns and behaviors is fairly specific to systems
that track the user continuously, such as location-tracking and activity-tracking systems. There
may also be contextual factors that are specific to learning/training systems. One example is the
user’s performance: research shows that users are more likely to share things of which they are
proud [177,249]. Hence, if a user performs well, they may be more willing to share their progress
or performance.
TLA-enabled learning experiences are envisioned to be multi-device experiences [106] including
smartphones, smart TVs, eBooks, smart watches, and a multitude of other devices. Especially
when it comes to displaying learning recommendations, users’ preferences may depend on the
device they are using. As mentioned in Specification Vol. 1 (Section 3.2), users may want to
restrict notifications on personal devices (as compared to work devices) and may be even more
wary about devices that are with them even in private moments such as their smart phone or
smart watch. We also mentioned that certain devices might be connected to a communal or
publicly visible display (e.g. a smart TV), in which case users may want to restrict the notifications
that may leak sensitive information.
Many contextual influences on privacy concerns and behavior
are due to purpose specificity
Many of the described contextual influences on privacy—and many of the influences of data
(what) and recipient (to whom) as well—are due to the user’s inference of the intent behind the
request for information. Nissenbaum alludes to this idea in her concept of contextual integrity
[244,246], arguing that “contextual integrity is defined in terms of informational norms” (p. 140)
which “render certain attributes appropriate or inappropriate in certain contexts, under certain
conditions” (p. 143). These normative influences explain the idea of “purpose specificity”
[246:140]. Indeed, many papers demonstrate how particular synergistic combinations of
contextual variables result in higher levels of disclosure, due to this purpose specificity:
•
•

Consolvo et al. find that people are more willing to disclose their location, and disclose it
at a finer granularity, to people who are in the same city as them (i.e., for whom this
information is arguably more useful) [69].
Knijnenburg et al. show that users are more likely to disclose the type of information that
matches the purpose of the Web site requesting it. Specifically, they find that people are
more likely to disclose their personal interests to a blogging community, their job skills to
a job search website, and their health-related information to a health insurer [173].
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Time, place, and recipient also show some synergy, with people being more comfortable
sharing workplace and business-hours activities with colleagues, home and evening
activities with family, and away and weekend activities with friends [368].
Sleeper et al. find that Facebook users use various audience-limiting and reaching
strategies to actively target their posts to an interest-based audience, where they try to
select recipients that share an interest in the topic of the post [298].
Recommendation: Find the best contextual factors by studying purpose
specificity

Beyond “what”, “who” and “to whom”, other contextual factors are likely going to influence
privacy concerns and behaviors in TLA-based systems. Although TLA is a job-related technology,
TLA-based environments are envisioned to track users continuously (even outside business
hours), so time and location are likely going to influence users’ privacy concerns. Specifically,
users will likely be more permissive regarding on-the-job tracking (at work, during business
hours), but may be less permissive with tracking in their personal lives (at home, outside
business hours).
Aside from this, TLA implementers should study other contextual factors that may influence
users’ privacy decisions. But with contextual data abound, where should they focus their
attention? Purpose specificity can provide a guiding principle here: TLA implementers can
anticipate specific synergies that would lead to increased or decreased disclosure, and then
inspect the variables involved to see if these synergies indeed hold. Examples of a “what” + “to
whom” synergy would be: sharing my pedometer data with my personal trainer, sharing my
study progress with my peers, and sharing my test outcomes with my supervisor. Such behaviors
can be observed to see if they need to be incorporated in UTP.
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4 Modeling privacy
In section 3, we explored how users’ privacy decisions depend on various contextual factors
including the user, the data requested, and the recipient of the data. This section covers the
technical aspects involved in the prediction/estimation of TLA users’ privacy behaviors and/or
attitudes based on these factors. We will not cover specific algorithms (these essentially boil
down to existing machine learning and recommendation algorithms), but specifically address
aspects of the prediction problem that are unique to the domain of privacy prediction.
The task of modeling TLA users’ privacy behaviors and/or attitudes is not a trivial one.
Importantly, the following aspects need to be considered:
-

-

-

The types of input used by the system—Having established the important dependencies of
users’ privacy decisions in section 3, the next step is to observe or elicit these decisions and
dependencies in a TLA-based system, so that they can serve as input for the UTP algorithm.
The algorithm used to model users’ behaviors—Most prominently, UTP can take either a
collaborative filtering approach or a case-based reasoning approach, and each approach has
its own strengths and weaknesses.
The target of the algorithm—Once users’ decisions are modeled by the algorithm, the UTP
approach can aspire to different targets: support the user’s current behavior, supplement
their current behavior with complementary activities, or venture into new realms with the
goal of potentially altering their behavioral patterns.

This section will also cover potential problems with the practice of modeling users’ privacy
decisions. Specifically, we will address the potentially dynamic aspect of TLA users’ privacy
decisions (i.e. their privacy preferences may change over time), the way the algorithm may
balance the cost of over- versus under-disclosure, the potential tradeoff between privacy and
other user and/or system goals, and the impact of traditional machine learning problems like
overfitting and the cold start problem on UTP specifically.
Section 5 will conclude our triptych of Measure, Model, Adapt by discussing different ways in
which UTP can implement adaptations in TLA-based systems.

4.1 Types of input
What types of input data allow UTP to accurately model users’ privacy decisions, including the
dependencies that influence these decisions (as covered in section 3)? In this section, we cover
various types of input data, so that TLA back-end developers can put the necessary functionality
in place to facilitate their collection.
There are two ways to model users’ privacy decisions: direct observation of user behaviors, or
inference from users’ attitudes. Likewise, there are two types of dependencies that can be
collected to increase the precision of these user models: user traits and context data.
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UTP can model users’ decisions to disclose/withhold information, to
allow/reject tracking, and to use/avoid privacy features
The goal of UTP is to support users’ privacy decision-making practices, so these decisions
themselves are a useful input for the user model. Users’ privacy decisions often manifest
themselves in observable behaviors.
The most rudimentary privacy decision behavior is users’ decision to disclose or withhold
information. Such behavior has been successfully used in user privacy modeling. For example:
•
•
•

•

•

Fang and LeFevre [96] modeled Facebook users’ willingness to share their profile
information with each of their friends in order to automate the selection of their sharing
settings.
In a similar fashion, Ravichandran et al. [271] modeled users’ contextualized location
sharing decisions in an attempt to generate a set of personalized “sharing rules”.
Knijnenburg et al. [172] modeled users’ disclosure of various items in three different
datasets. They found that small group of distinct disclosure profiles could be extracted
from the decisions in these datasets.
Knijnenburg [166] observed whether users would disclose demographic information to a
healthy-living recommender to model their disclosure tendency and adapt the order of
demographic questions. If a user decided to skip a certain demographic data request,
then subsequent requests would ask for less private information.
Zhao et al. [375] modeled Facebook location check-ins to give privacy recommendations.

Another privacy decision behavior is users’ decision to allow or reject a certain collection or
sharing of data to occur automatically. Such behaviors occur in systems that track users’ location,
incoming email or messages, or other behavior over time. For example:
•

•
•

•

Lee and Kobsa [209] asked study participants to decide whether to allow or reject certain
IoT data collection scenarios, and Bahirat et al. [24] used this data to create privacy
profiles for an IoT privacy-setting interface. In [210], Lee and Kobsa took this approach
one step further by modeling users’ reactions to live IoT data collection requests, given to
them via Google Glass while walking on campus.
Liu et al. [215] use users’ Android app permissions to generate seven permission profiles.
Friendship request decisions are a special example of allow/reject decisions in the realm
of social networks, where it is a peer user (rather than a system) who is allowed/rejected
to track the user’s posts. For example, Dong et al. [87] model “disclosure behavior”
through friendship on Twitter and Google Plus.
Location-sharing policies are yet another social network-based example of an
allow/reject decision. Xie et al. [368] model “disclosure behavior” by whether the user is
willing to share their location to three different types of audience (family, friend, and
colleague) in a location-sharing dataset. Similarly, Wilson et al. [359] modeled
(hypothetical) location requests to generate location sharing “wizards”.
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Taken in aggregate, location sharing decisions can be expressed as “sharing policies”.
Several researchers have analyzed such policies to provide recommendations for
new/better privacy rules [26,76,283,327].

Finally, some platforms (especially social networks) may offer users a plethora of features to
control various aspects of their privacy. Facebook, for example, has functionality to allow users
to manage their privacy in terms of relational boundaries (e.g. friending and unfriending),
territorial boundaries (e.g., untagging or deleting unwanted posts by others), network
boundaries (e.g. hiding one’s friend list from others), and interactional boundaries (e.g. blocking
other users or hiding one’s online status to avoid unwanted chats) [151,360]. Wisniewski et al.
[361] demonstrate how users’ engagement with these features can be captured in six privacy
management profiles, and Wilkinson et al. demonstrate how to adapt Facebook’s interface to
these profiles [356].
In TLA, the disclosure of personal information (e.g. during the onboarding procedure, or the
installation of a learning application) can be used as a measure for their disclosure tendency.
Their decision to allow or reject apps from tracking their training data, their location, or other
behaviors also contributes to this measure. Note that this measure will likely be multidimensional and context-dependent: if users allow e.g. a personal trainer app to track their
location, this does not necessarily mean that they agree with location tracking by other learning
apps. Moreover, the social networking aspects of TLA will likely have features to manage one’s
relational, territorial, network, and interactional boundaries. Tracking users’ engagement with
these features will further enrich UTPs user model.
If combined with other data, implicit feedback on recommendations can be
an important user modeling input
If UTP makes explicit privacy recommendations to the user, there is an opportunity to gather
feedback on the quality of these recommendations. Recommender systems often thrive on
explicit or implicit feedback on the presented recommendations.
Implicit feedback is easy to gather—it simply involves tracking whether the user follows the
privacy recommendation or not. Such implicit data is inherently noisy, though. For example, if a
TLA user ignores a recommended privacy setting, this does not necessarily mean that they
disagree with the recommendation (e.g., they may simply not be paying attention to it).
Moreover, implicit feedback has to deal with the “pigeon-holing” problem: it can only gather
positive feedback on privacy settings that are recommended, so it is hard to steer UTP in a
different direction by giving implicit feedback on the recommendations alone. As such, implicit
feedback on recommendations should be combined with other input mechanisms (e.g., explicit
feedback or “manual” privacy-setting behaviors).
In terms of explicit feedback, recommender systems have traditionally used 5-star rating scales
(e.g. Amazon) and thumbs up/thumbs down (e.g YouTube, Netflix). A scale with fewer options
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allows for quicker rating [307], but captures less information [163]. Users prefer 5-star ratings,
followed by 10-star ratings and thumbs up/thumbs down [108]. Alternative feedback
mechanisms include critiquing, in which the user does not simply judge the current
recommendation but also suggests changes to the recommendation [58,227].
While explicit feedback may be a useful technique for traditional recommender systems, it
seems less suitable for UTP in TLA. The main goal of TLA is to give learning recommendations;
privacy recommendations are a secondary functionality. Users are not likely to be very involved
in this secondary recommendation process, and thus less likely to be motivated to give explicit
feedback on the privacy recommendations.
Examples of feedback on privacy recommendations include:
•

•

Kelley et al. [159] developed a mechanism for what they call “user-controllable policy
learning”. It involves the incremental manipulation of location-sharing policies, where
both the user and the system refine a common policy model. This feedback mechanism
showed promising increases in policy accuracy.
Patil et al. [264] created a system where participants could indicate their level of comfort
with location disclosures that were controlled by a privacy profile (although this feedback
was not used to create a user model).

Heuristic influences make behavior less precise than attitudes
Privacy decision behaviors are expected to occur frequently in TLA-based systems and are thus
an abundant and easy to observe input for UTP. However, behavior is usually less precise than
attitudinal data [185], and many researchers find a “gap” in predictability from attitudes to
behaviors [224]. This gap also exists in the realm of privacy decisions [6,22], where it has been
dubbed the “privacy paradox” [247]. This gap is further explained in Specification Vol. 1 (Section
1.1.).
Part of this lack of precision may be due to the fact that behaviors are often influenced by
external factors [185]. In the area of privacy, decisions may for example be influenced by the
anticipated benefits of disclosure as much as the associated privacy concerns [165,358]. The
tradeoff between privacy and these other factors can be modeled—something that is discussed
in Section 4.4.
Another part of this lack of precision is likely due to the fact that users’ privacy decisions are
often heuristic [7,154,155]. Various of heuristics that influence privacy decisions are discussed in
Specification Vol. 1 (Section 1.1.), but there are two problems that particularly influence the
precision of privacy behaviors in the context of UTP: persuasion and reactance.
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Recommender systems have a persuasive power [72,110], and Knijnenburg and Jin [177] showed
that this is also true for privacy recommendations. Consequently, online services can manipulate
user’s disclosure behavior, e.g., by providing privacy recommendations that systematically
encourage over-disclose or under-disclose compared to the user’s preferences. Even privacy
recommenders that remain in the background by adaptively changing default settings have a
persuasive effect by virtue of the default effect [168,200].
Conversely, if provided recommendations are too far from the user’s actual preferences, users
may disregard or even counter such recommendations[16,72,99]. The strength of this reactance
effect depends on the perceived expertise of the source of the recommendation, as well as the
valence of the recommendation (positive or negative). Reactance has not been studied in the
specific area of privacy recommendations; this would be an interesting area of future research.
If privacy behaviors are not reflective of users’ preferences, then how can we ascertain that our
predictions are accurate? One step towards this goal is to investigate the psychological reasons
behind heuristic decision practices [85] which can help create decision environments where they
are less likely to occur. For example:
•
•

•

Knijnenburg et al. [173] developed a new form auto-completion tool that eliminates
default effects in self-disclosure.
Wu et al. [367] demonstrate that the order of information disclosure requests influences
the variability of users’ disclosures which in turn influences the accuracy of a privacyadaptive recommender system. Particularly, they find the best predictive accuracy when
alternating sensitive and non-sensitive questions.
Patil et al. [264] show that giving users immediate feedback on a system’s locationsharing decisions increases users’ discomfort with the decision, which leads to feelings of
oversharing. Providing feedback immediately after system-enacted disclosures may thus
create a heightened sense of disagreement with the decision. It is therefore advisable to
delay disclosure feedback, allowing for a reasonable ‘cooling off’ period.

An alternative solution is to attempt to distinguish heuristic from “rational” decisions. This can
be done by measuring indicators of accuracy (e.g. the time it took the user to make the decision)
or covariates of accuracy (e.g. the Elaboration Likelihood Model suggests that motivation and
self-efficacy are correlated with more elaborate decisions; see Specification Vol. 1, Section 1.2).
UTP could then decide to consider only behavior that meets a certain threshold, or use
‘propensity score matching’ [280] to factor out the heuristic effect.
Attitudes/preferences take effort to elicit but may be required to create an
accurate user model for “privacy novices”
Aside from behavior, UTP can use users’ attitudes and/or preferences as input. Attitudes are
typically more stable than behaviors [185], but require explicit elicitation. Like with explicit
feedback on recommendations, explicit elicitation may be unrealistic for UTP in TLA.
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Moreover, due to the privacy paradox [247], there may exist a difference between users’
attitudes and their behaviors. Hence, if recommendations are based on users’ attitudes, they
may in some cases want to behave in opposition to the recommendations. In this case, the
persuasive effect of privacy recommendations [177] may bring their behavior closer to their
attitudes, which can be a good thing in the long run. However, the “gap” can also lead to
reactance.
Another complication in using attitudes or preferences as input for UTP is the principle of
compatibility [224]: attitudes are more predictive of behavior if they are compatible with respect
to action, object, and context. Therefore, given that UTP adapts to who, what, to whom, and
context (see Section 3), the measurement of attitudes and preferences should be contextualized
using these same parameters as well. Having to elicit contextualized preferences may however
make the elicitation of attitudes/preferences prohibitively cumbersome.
The following works have used attitudes and/or preferences as input for user modeling in the
area of privacy:
•

•

•
•
•

•

Foundational work by Westin et al. [118,119,351,352] clustered participants into three
groups according to their answers to four privacy-related questions: privacy
fundamentalists, pragmatic majority, and marginally concerned. This categorization has
been extensively used in privacy research, but recent work has shown that it has
important shortcomings [365].
Ackerman et al. [3] and Spiekermann et al. [309] use the outcomes of a privacy concern
questionnaire to cluster participants into different groups. Ackerman et al. find three
clusters aligned with Westin’s work, while in Spiekermann et al. the pragmatic majority
cluster is split into “profile averse” and “identity concerned” individuals. Interestingly,
Knijnenburg et al. [172] find a similar distinction in behavioral data.
Bahirat et al. [24] find that attitude-based clustering can be used to create profiles for a
privacy-setting interface for public IoT devices.
In a study on location-sharing, Knijnenburg and Jin [177] asked users to evaluate the
activity performed at the location, and used this as an input to decide which sharing
options to recommend.
In their study on privacy profiles, Knijnenburg et al. [172] show that for their Android app
recommendation dataset profile membership can be predicted by users’ general privacy
concerns and collection concerns, and for their Facebook dataset membership can be
predicted by trust in Facebook and need for consent.
Li et al. [212] find that users’ perceptions of social privacy threats and the importance of
notice and control rank among the top features for predicting disclosure behavior.

Attitude/preference-based input has been extensively studied in the context of multi-attribute
utility theory (MAUT) [32], which has been used as a mechanism for recommender systems
[121]. Usability studies of preference-elicitation methods suggest that domain novices tend to be
bad at turning their preferences into system-level attributes [181,183,184]. In the realm of
privacy recommendations, this would mean that users who are not privacy experts are bad at
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turning their preferences into system-based privacy settings (a conjecture which the ample
research on the heuristic nature of privacy decisions seems to support [7,154,155]). Novices are
much better at expressing their preferences at a higher conceptual level [186], which would
mean that they could potentially be asked to judge the overall balance between the benefits of
disclosure and their privacy (which UTP would then have to turn into specific settings).
We expect that in the context of TLA, some users will be privacy experts (e.g. officers trained in
cyber defense/offense), while many others will be novices. It is thus advised to provide TLA users
with a combination of input mechanisms where privacy preference-based input is considered.
Future research should test the viability of this approach.
User traits can kick start UTP’s user model and are essential in a TLA
environment with a wide variety of user types
Users’ privacy preferences could also be derived from their traits, such as their culture,
demographics, job title, or personality. Such data is envisioned to be readily available in TLA,
which means that it can be used to instantly create (a first approximation of) a user privacy
model, thereby overcoming the cold-start problem (see Section 4.4).
Given the envisioned wide variety of TLA users, trait data can be an important user-modeling
aspect, because it makes the UTP user models user-dependent. For example, it allows the model
of a Colonel to be different from the model of an Admiral. The following works have used user
traits as input for user modeling in the area of privacy:
•
•

•
•

Dong et al. show that the user’s “follow tendency” (the ratio of following to followers) is
an important aspect in predicting Twitter and Google+ users’ following behavior.
In their study on privacy profiles, Knijnenburg et al. [172] show that for their Android app
recommendation dataset profile membership can be predicted by users’ mobile internet
usage; for their Facebook dataset membership can be predicted by users’ age and
gender; and for their online retailer dataset membership can be predicted by users’ age.
Knijnenburg and Kobsa [170] demonstrate that users’ preferred justification message
depends on their gender and overall disclosure tendency.
In a study on cross-cultural privacy predictions conducted in 8 different countries, Li et al.
[212] show that privacy predictions can be significantly improved by taking country-level
cultural variables, especially country-level measures of individualism.

Future research should investigate relevant user trait inputs to UTP in the context of the TLA.
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Context is an essential user-modeling input for UTP
in pervasive TLA-based systems
As mentioned in Section 3.4, TLA users’ privacy decisions are likely to be heavily contextdependent. Many contextual variables (the current time, device, location, etc.) are envisioned to
be readily available in TLA, which makes them suitable to use as input for UTP user models. It is
important to automatically include context in a user model, as the absence of contextual
information would likely increase the number of times users have to interact with their privacy
settings [257].
Given the envisioned pervasiveness of TLA-based applications—on the job, just in time, multidevice [101]—context data can be an important user-modeling aspect for UTP user models in
TLA. For example, Specification Vol. 1 (Section 3.2) discussed important differences in the use of
personalized learning notifications on different devices: notifications should be reduced outside
work hours on personal devices like smartphones and smartwatches, while they should be
scrubbed of sensitive information on (semi-)public displays like smart TVs. In this example, the
context variables “device modality” and “time” are considered to be crucial for an effective,
privacy-aware implementation of notifications in TLA. The organizational context (division,
current mission) can also be crucial in terms of rules that may be in place to keep certain training
data confidential.
The following works have used context as input for user modeling in the area of privacy:
•

•

•

•
•

Bahirat et al. [24] demonstrate that users’ decision to allow/reject public IoT tracking
scenarios is crucially dependent on the recipient, the data type, the purpose of collection,
and the persistence of the collection. These contextual variables alone can predict users’
disclosure decisions with 73.1% accuracy.
Dong et al. [87] measured the trustworthiness of a new follower by the ratio of followers
to following, and their appropriateness by the overlap in followers and following with the
user. They show that both of these contextual variables are instrumental in predicting
whether the user will follow the new follower back.
Dong et al. [87] also show that the user’s tendency to share their location depends on the
trustworthiness of the recipient (i.e., their average tendency to share with that recipient)
and the sensitivity of the location (i.e. their average tendency to share that particular
type of location).
Benisch et al. [26] show that location and time are important predictors of location
sharing. There are important differences between weekdays and weekends as well.
Xie et al. [368] show that location, time, companion, and emotion have a high impact on
users’ decision to share their location. There are some appropriateness patterns here:
users are more likely to share their location with family when they are visiting
somewhere with other family, with friends when they are with other friends, and with
colleagues when they are with other colleagues. TLA could use these patterns to predict
users’ context-relevant privacy settings.
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Contextual variables can introduce a large amount of sparsity to a user model, or result in
overfitting [368]. Luckily, various mechanisms exist that allow a recommender system to
integrate contextual variables without significantly reducing the amount of data available for
each prediction context [14,368]. Another way to prevent overfitting and sparsity is to have a
psychological theory behind the measurement of certain contextual variables [87]. An example
of this is Toch et al.’s [326] realization that entropy is the most important aspect of location
sensitivity, and Li et al.’s [212] finding that country-level cultural variables are a better predictor
than country itself. Future research should investigate the relevance and structure of contextual
inputs to UTP in the context of the TLA.
Recommendation: Unobtrusively gather user-modeling input from as many
different sources as possible but make sure to respect the user’s privacy
This subsection has introduced many examples of successful privacy decision models. A TLAbased implementation of UTP should use a combination of privacy decision behavior, attitudes,
and feedback on UTP recommendations as input for its user models. Moreover, UTP should
make use of available user traits and context as additional predictors for these models.
This input data should be gathered unobtrusively, though; beyond the recommendations
themselves (see Section 5), users should be bothered as little as possible with questions
pertaining to their privacy, because privacy is not the main task and goal of the TLA user.
It is important to note that gathering user modeling input for UTP can in itself turn into a privacy
problem, especially if the user declines to have all TLA-based applications access a certain data.
In that case, UTP should probably also decide not to track that variable, even if this means the
UTP user model will be less precise. For example, if a TLA user is based at an undisclosed
location, UTP will likely switch off location-sharing or tracking for all TLA-based applications. In
that case, UTP itself should also switch off its own location-tracking practices, until the user turns
them back on (or until UTP can derive with some certainty from other data that the user is no
longer at an undisclosed location).
Another way to reduce privacy-related data storage is to only store recent data. Given that users’
privacy preferences are dynamic, this practice actually ensures that UTP’s user privacy models
reflect potential changes in user preferences that happen over time.

4.2 Algorithms
This section covers the task of algorithmically transforming the input data (Section 4.1) into
privacy recommendations. From a technical perspective, the algorithms that can calculate
privacy recommendations are no different from the standard algorithms discussed in the
recommender systems literature. Therefore, this section does not cover the existing research on
specific algorithmic approaches and efficient implementations; for these topics TLA back-end
developers can consult existing reference works (e.g. [139,276]).
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In this section, we primarily cover existing applications of algorithms to predict privacy
preferences. Among existing approaches, a main distinction can be made between methods that
rely on other users’ behaviors (so-called “collaborative filtering” methods), versus methods that
rely on the target user’s behaviors only (so-called “case-based reasoning” methods).
Collaborative filtering leverages other users’ privacy settings to provide
recommendations but can “leak” sensitive information about settings
Collaborative filtering leverages other users’ privacy behaviors to help predict the current user’s
privacy preferences. An example is the nearest neighbor approach, where the target user’s
behaviors are matched with other users’ behaviors in an attempt to find the users who are most
similar to the target user. Once a set of nearest neighbor users has been found, any unknown
preferences of the target user can be predicted using the preferences of these neighbors. This
approach is called “user-based collaborative filtering”, as opposed to “item-based collaborative
filtering”, which applies the same approach to the items instead of the users.
In a networked setting, this approach can be augmented to what are called “trust-enhancing”
algorithms, by leveraging the network ties between users [333]. In this case, the algorithm
recommends settings based on the target user’s friends, or people they know or are close to.
Such algorithms may at time be less accurate due to the decreased sample size (only “neighbors”
with ties are considered); however, the trust aspect of the system would be enhanced, as privacy
recommendations could be presented with an effective justification (that is potentially adaptive;
see Section 5.2), i.e., telling the user the recommendation was based on the behavior of a known
friend [176].
More advanced versions of the collaborative filtering approach use dimensional reduction to
overcome the issue of sparsity, and to increase the efficiency and accuracy of the predictions.
Matrix factorization is currently the state-of-the-art approach, with deep learning algorithms still
lacking behind, but gaining quickly in popularity and efficiency [195,338].
Existing works in User-Tailored Privacy that use collaborative filtering include the following:
•

•

•

Ismail et al. [136] incorporate user-based collaborative filtering into the mobile app
privacy domain and use it for predicting the suitability of various permission sets. A
similar approach is taken by Liu et al. [216].
Toch et al. [327] propose a method for suggesting configurable privacy policy defaults for
location-sharing by analyzing existing policies using user-collaborative policy analysis to
cluster similar users. They also let users personalize their policy profile using a User
Interaction Model. A similar approach is taken by Sadeh et al. [283].
Xie et al. [368] develop PPRec, which uses a hybrid of user-based and item-based
algorithms to provide context-aware privacy recommendations for check-in-based
location-sharing services.
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In section 4.1, we noted that gathering user modeling input for UTP can in itself turn into a
privacy problem. Similarly, privacy recommendations that are based on collaborative filtering can
“leak” information about users’ privacy preferences, and thus create security violations. For
example, if a hacker has access to TLA users’ privacy settings, they may be able to derive from
these settings what kind of information users find most sensitive. Zhao et al. [374] propose a
system that treats users’ privacy recommendations themselves as sensitive information, and in
response, they build a differentially private privacy recommender using standard data
obfuscation techniques.
Case-based reasoning can be used to generate smart default settings or
profiles, but are usually “static” in their predictions
An alternative approach to privacy recommendation is “case-based reasoning”, which applies
contextualized rules to decide on the best outcome in a given situation [303]. The rules could be
based on common sense (e.g. recommendations could be pre-defined for various types of
applications) or based on (past) data of other users (e.g. past user data could be used to
establish a “privacy score” for each type of app, which then informs future recommendations).
Regardless, one benefit of case-based recommendation is that the system does not require
“live” user data (which reduces the chance of “privacy leaking”) and can easily be implemented
on the client-side (which voids the need for user data to be shared with the recommender) [38].
While most case-based approaches to privacy recommendation are context-dependent, not all
of them are personalized, i.e., many of them will produce the same recommendation in the same
situation, regardless of the user. Personalized versions are usually profile-based, where the
specific set of rules to apply to the target user’s behavior depends on the profile that was
assigned to them. Profiles turn the user modeling from a multidimensional tracking problem into
a simpler classification problem [172], and offer personalization without requiring a central
server to calculate the recommendations.
Existing works in User-Tailored Privacy that use a version of case-based reasoning include the
following:
•
•

•
•

Pallapa et al. [257] proposed context-aware approaches to privacy preservation in
wireless and mobile pervasive environments. One of their solutions leverages the history
of interaction between users to determine the level of privacy required in new situations.
Watson et al. [350] train a classifier to create a rule-based recommender for Facebook
privacy settings. They personalize the classifier through segmentation, but this approach
shows no improvement over the non-personalized classifier.
Bahirat et al. [24] employ tree learning to create a default policy for an IoT privacy-setting
interface. Their non-personalized policy attains 73.1% accuracy. Clustering users to
create three privacy profiles improves the accuracy to 81.5%.
Li et al. [212] create a classifier for privacy behaviors based on demographic, contextual,
attitudinal, and cultural input data. They demonstrate that these factors all have an
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impact on prediction accuracy (which reaches 76.8%), but accuracy is good with just a
single type of input data as well (74.5–76.2%), indicating that such approaches can work
even with limited data. Tree-learning and logistic regression classifiers reach the highest
accuracy on their dataset; nearest neighbor algorithms perform decidedly worse.
Ravichandran et al. [271] employ using k-means clustering on users’ contextualized
location sharing decisions to come up with default privacy policies. Liu et al. [216] use a
similar approach to generate Android app permission policies.

A downside of case-based privacy recommendations is that its rules are static: unless the
algorithm behind the rules is re-trained, the rules will not change even if users’ behavior evolves.
The same holds for the profiles in personalized versions of case-based privacy recommenders:
users are typically not re-classified into a different profile, and if profile assignment is done by
the user, the Control Paradox (see Specification Vol. 1, Section 6.2) predicts that they are not
likely to do so themselves either. Case-based recommendation approaches should thus be
combined with a manual settings feature to allow for changes over time [24].
Recommendation: when it comes to privacy recommendations, explainable
and user-controllable algorithms are better than high prediction accuracy
While we advise TLA back-end developers tasked with implementing UTP to leverage advances in
recommender systems, we warn them against going overboard on the implementation of an
algorithm. Research shows that simple algorithms are preferred for privacy recommendation,
because they are more easily explainable and user-controllable [76,159,339,348].
User control can be provided through preference input or explicit feedback (see Section 4.1), but
more complex, conversational approaches have been proposed in the realm of recommending
privacy rules (cf. [76]). Explanations have been studied extensively in the recommender systems
field [102,107,325], but no work to date has focused on explaining privacy recommendations.
This is unfortunate, because research has found that users like explanations [123], and that they
increase users’ understanding of the recommendation process [107,337], their trust in the
quality of the recommendations, and their perception of competence and benevolence of the
system [73,97,341]. Future research on explanations of privacy recommendations could not only
inform the implementation of UTP in TLA, but also advance the state-of-the-art in privacy
recommendation research.

4.3 Target
Once the user’s privacy behavior or attitude is known, the question remains how UTP should
adapt to this behavior/attitude. Traditional recommender systems primarily attempt to find
items that are the closest match to the user’s preferences, but more recently researchers have
begun to question the validity of this approach. For one thing, research shows that user
preferences are fleeing, constructed on the fly, and vulnerable to distorting influences, rather
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than well-defined, fixed, and invariant [138] (see also Section 1.1 of Specification Vol. 1).
Consequently, researchers have advised to increase the diversity of recommendations [36,357]
and more generally, to provide recommendations with the goal of encouraging exploration, selfactualization [182], and the fulfillment of longer-term goals [92].
A similar dilemma has to be resolved regarding User-Tailored Privacy for TLA. On the one hand,
the system could attempt to match users’ existing behaviors and attitudes, thereby alleviating
some of the hassle of privacy management. On the other hand, the system could facilitate users’
behaviors by automating or supporting synergistic auxiliary behaviors, or even attempt to go
beyond users’ current behavioral patterns and help users explore new ways to manage their
privacy [180].
Alleviate the burden of privacy management by matching TLA users’
current behavior/attitudes
UTP can recommend and/or automate actions that match one-to-one the user’s current
behavior. This is a safe adaptation practice that relieves some of the burden of making privacy
decisions. For example, if a TLA user has hidden their recent training outcomes for a particular
class from their colleagues, the system can automatically also hide these outcomes from a new
colleague.
Recent research has shown, however, that suggesting or highlighting users’ existing practices can
be regarded as redundant or a nuisance [240]. Fully automating such practices may be a better
solution, as it significantly reduces the burden of having to engage in the task oneself. However,
the same research also finds that users sometimes consider their own privacy practices superior
to proposed algorithmic solutions, especially when it comes to privacy behaviors they engage in
frequently. In such situations, they may prefer to manually engage the privacy management
behavior, rather than having it automated.
Solidify users' privacy management practices by recommending privacy
behaviors that dovetail with TLA users’ current behavior/attitude patterns
UTP can also recommend and/or automate actions/settings that go beyond users’ current
privacy practices but are selected to support the existing practices. Such “privacy tips” (see
Section 6.2) may solidify the user’s current privacy management practices. For example, if a TLA
user has hidden recent training outcomes from their colleagues, the system can recommend to
also hide these outcomes from a social learning application that could inadvertently “leak” some
of these outcomes to the user’s colleagues.
This approach to user-tailored privacy requires some knowledge about activities that may be
considered synergistic. Work on the dimensionality of disclosure behavior [172], privacy profiles
[361], and recipient groups [178] provide a solution here: if a user frequently engages in privacy
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behaviors that belong to a certain dimension or profile (or that is geared towards recipients of a
certain group), the system could recommend other behaviors that belong to the same dimension
or profile (or recommend applying the behavior to other recipients in the same group).
Recent research has shown that recommendations regarding behaviors the user does not
frequently engage in are better made in manner that is not fully automated, e.g. by highlighting
or suggesting the recommended behavior to the user. Suggestions have the added benefit of
giving the system the opportunity to explain the recommendation. This would allow the system
to explain how the recommended behavior dovetails with users’ existing privacy management
practices [240].
Move beyond current behavior/attitude patterns
Finally, UTP can recommend and/or automate actions/settings that move beyond the practices
that the user is currently familiar with. This would effectively teach the user new privacy
behaviors. For example, if a TLA user has hidden all training outcomes from their colleagues and
has never shared anything selectively, the system could recommend sharing certain training
outcomes selectively with certain colleagues only. This would teach the user a new practice
(namely “selective sharing”).
Research by Wisniewski et al. shows that on social networks, users’ privacy profile is significantly
related to their level of privacy knowledge [361]. Novices tend to employ a veritable grab bag of
privacy management behaviors or tend to shy away from contributing any information to the
network (and instead focus on consumption). Experts, on the other hand, tend to be privacy
maximizers or selective sharers. They argue that users’ privacy profile can be a function of their
knowledge as much as their preference and propose that education can help elevate novice
users’ privacy practices.
A similar approach can be taken for TLA: especially when using explicit suggestions for
recommendations, the system has an opportunity to teach users about privacy practices that are
currently not known to them (see Section 6.2). Recent research shows that users will likely
appreciate such a personalized educational approach [240].
Recommendation: Combine different recommendation targets in a usable
manner
Assuming that the TLA environment will have a diverse offering of privacy functionalities for end
users to manage their privacy (something we argued for in Specification Vol. 1), those end users
will likely end up with a wide variety of privacy management practices, using certain privacy
features very regularly, and other much less frequently. One can also assume that most TLA
users will not know all of the available privacy features, but instead familiarize themselves with a
subset of features that seems to best suit their personal privacy preferences.
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As such, certain frequent privacy behaviors that are part of the the user’s main privacy
management strategy can be fully automated, so as to completely alleviate the burden
associated with these behaviors. Namara et al. suggest that such automation is most appropriate
for privacy behaviors that have low-impact consequences, lest users are worried that the system
may cause problems if it incorrectly predicts their decisions [240].
UTP can also recommend auxiliary behaviors, but rather than automating these behaviors, TLA
users should be “nudged” towards these behaviors using subtle design interventions or
suggestions. Namara et al. show that this approach helps users to solidify their privacy
management practices without taking too much control [240].
Finally, UTP has the opportunity to teach the TLA user about privacy features (see Section 6.2).
Tailored education focuses these efforts on privacy practices the user is currently unaware of,
which ascertains that users are not overwhelmed by lengthy privacy tutorials [361].

4.4 Problems
The practice of modeling users’ privacy decisions is not without potential problems. We have
already discussed the potential negative influence of heuristic behavior and the privacy paradox
on the accuracy of user privacy models [247], as well as the problematic “positive feedback loop”
that may be caused by the persuasive effect of privacy recommendations [177]. We also
mentioned the fact that user models should respect the dynamic nature of users’ privacy
preferences which may change with context as well as over time.
Here, we will discuss the balance between over- versus under-disclosure, the potential tradeoff
between privacy and other user goals (e.g. the benefits of personalized learning) and/or system
goals (e.g. mission-tactical goals), and the impact of traditional machine learning problems like
overfitting and the cold start problem.
Study the relative cost of over-disclosure versus under-disclosure, and build
this cost into the UTP algorithms
Prediction algorithms usually try to predict users’ behaviors as accurately as possible and will
penalize a solution with many “false positives” and “false negatives”. Typical metrics of
prediction accuracy such as F1 and AUC treat these two types of errors as equally bad, but this
may not be desirable. Indeed, in the privacy domain false positives and false negatives translate
into over-disclosures (recommend disclosure when the user in fact does not want to disclose)
and under-disclosures (recommend non-disclosure when the user in fact wants to disclose), and
one could argue whether these two types of mistakes are equally problematic. “Cost-sensitive”
learning and meta-learning algorithms exist that allow one to specify the relative importance of
each type of mistake [93], but the relative weight of the mistakes (known as the cost function) is
a decision the developer will need to make based on their best judgment.
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Most privacy researchers would argue that over-disclosure is worse than under-disclosure
[262,346], but how much worse is unclear. Indeed, research shows that under-disclosure occurs
quite frequently and may thus be more problematic in aggregate [264]. Moreover, the cost of
over-disclosure may be more prominent for TLA environments that deal with classified
information and qualifications, while under-disclosure may be more problematic in TLA
environments that promote social learning.
There is not much research on this topic in the realm of privacy, with the exception of Benisch et
al. [26], who do not attempt to determine the cost function, but instead investigate the impact
of changing the relative cost of over- versus under-disclosure from 1 to 100 on the output of
their privacy policy recommender. At the very least, TLA-based systems should take a similar
approach, and investigate the impact of such cost functions. A better solution would be to
actively study the relative impact of over- versus under-disclosure in various contexts, and
subsequently build the resulting cost function into the deployed UTP algorithms.
Trade-off privacy with other user goals, as well as the goals of the system,
the institution, and other users
Another complication is the fact that privacy decisions are rarely made in isolation, but usually
considered as a trade-off with other goals. Indeed, research shows that users are typically willing
to give up some privacy in return for personalization benefits [219,319]. To more carefully model
whether the user will disclose a piece of information, UTP should model this underlying trade-off
between the costs of disclosure and the benefits for personalization [166]. This trade-off is the
foundation behind the privacy calculus [205,206] (see Section 1.2). Therefore, the incorporation
of other goals into the privacy prediction algorithm essentially turns the privacy calculus into a
prescriptive model of disclosure behavior [180] (see Section 1.3).
This approach has been attempted before [26,124,166], most explicitly in a recent study on a
demographics-based recommender system [166]. In this study, the order in which demographic
questions are presented to the user is determined on the fly, based on a trade-off between the
sensitivity of the information and the potential benefit of disclosing it to the recommender. The
former was determined in a pre-study, while the latter is calculated on the fly, based on a
prediction of how much the underlying recommendation user model changes if the information
is disclosed. The trade-off is based on a sensitivity threshold: below this threshold, items are
ordered by decreasing benefit, while above the threshold they are ordered by increasing
sensitivity. In some tested versions of the system, the threshold itself is determined on the fly,
using an estimation of users’ disclosure tendency based on their previous disclosure behaviors.
Trade-off based user privacy models bring along a number of additional questions regarding
their design and implementation. For example, one would have to decide whether the trade-off
between privacy and benefits should be a compensatory (linear) trade-off or a noncompensatory (threshold-based) trade-off. Moreover, it requires estimates of both risk and
benefit, which can be either derived from objective system parameters, or subjective user
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experiences [180]. Solove’s taxonomy of risks and benefits also suggests that both risks and
benefits come in multiple forms, and that different users may have different perceptions and
preferences regarding these different types of risks and benefits [304].
Taking this trade-off-based user privacy model a step further, one could incorporate the goals of
other TLA users (e.g. in case the sharing decision involves team performance), the institution
(e.g. in case the user is institutionally prohibited from sharing certain information), or the
learning system itself (e.g. in case the system would derive particular benefits from sharing
certain information). Note that these external considerations could result in a situation where
the UTP recommendation deviates substantially from the user’s own sharing preferences. To
avoid ethical dilemmas or widespread reactance to the privacy recommendations in such
situations, UTP should carefully explain the considerations behind the recommendation, so that
the user can be informed about the decision (see Sections 4.2 and 5.2). From an ethical
perspective this is especially important when recommenders take factors other than the user’s
own preferences into account.
Prevent overfitting by couching the recommendation logic in psychological
principles
In calculating users’ contextualized privacy preferences, one has to deal with the problem of
overfitting: the more granular the contextual preferences get, the less data the predictions will
be based on. Finding a solution that can provide robust predictions at a reasonable level of
granularity is an important aspect of UTP. For example, Xie et al. present a context-aware privacy
prediction algorithm that combines input at various levels of granularity to produce
recommendations that are both robust and highly context-specific [368]. Their solution uses a
distance function to incorporate information from previous decisions that were contextually
similar but not identical.
Beyond granularity, the availability of large amounts of contextual information can also present
an overfitting threat: The more information is incorporated in the model, the more accurate its
predictions are likely to become. Extensive cross-validation and the judicious use of feature
selection mechanisms can prevent overfitting, but these efforts crucially rely on deep knowledge
of the problem domain. In that regard, Dong et al. argue that user privacy models should be
couched in extensive psychological principles to ensure their robustness [87]. Their work ensures
that the predictions of their privacy prediction model reflect underlying psychological principles,
which they argue helps to reduce overfitting.
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Prevent the cold start problem by asking new users to select a default
profile or to input a specified set of preferences
As mentioned in Section 4.1, privacy prediction needs a certain amount of input before it can
determine the user’s privacy preferences. Without such input, it is impossible to create an
accurate user privacy model. In the user modeling community, this problem is known as the
“cold start” problem [288], which occurs both at the item side (i.e., not enough data for this item
to recommend this item to any user) and the user side (i.e., not enough data for this user to
make any recommendations to them). Especially on the user side, this problem is hard to solve.
In order to overcome the cold start problem, TLA-based systems can probe users’ privacy
preferences by asking them a small set of general questions, for example based on their comfort
with respect to sharing data with other certain apps, TLA users, managers etc. This can then be
used to make a first-order approximation of their sharing tendencies. The following works take
this type of approach:
•

•

•

•
•

Liu et al. [215] developed a profile-based personalized privacy assistant that elicits a small
set of preferences pertaining to whether or not the user felt comfortable granting some
permissions to apps from certain categories. Based on these answers, assistant was able
to identify a privacy profile that matches the user’s preferences, and to recommend a
number of permission settings changes to the user based on this profile.
Similarly, Lin et al. [214] generate privacy profiles for app privacy settings, taking into
consideration purpose information and users’ self-reported willingness to potentially
grant access, elicited in a scenario-based online study.
Wilson et al. [359] describe a small set of general questions to help users specify policies
for sharing their location with their social connections in Locaccino, an application that
allows users to share their current location with their friends subject to user-controllable
privacy rules.
Fang and LeFevre [96] evaluate a Facebook privacy wizard that categorizes friends based
on an small initial set of labeled friends. They demonstrate that the wizard can create
such categories with high accuracy (90%) after users manually label only 25 friends.
Kolter and Pernul [193] developed a user preference generator for 12 Internet service
types based on the input to a configuration wizard. After the user uses the wizard, the
application switches to a privacy cockpit that provides clear overview of the configured
preferences.

One problem with this approach is that users may initially lack the experience required to
express their privacy preferences. The initial preference elicitation phase may thus be influenced
by the language and ambiguous expressions during this process. This means that it is of vital
importance in this phase to assist users with suitable user-interfaces with clear information
visualizations that help them comprehend all the privacy-related options.
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Another way to help users in the initial elicitation process that overcomes the cold start problem
is to simplify this process through “privacy profiles” that are generated based on previously
collected data. For example, Bahirat et al. [24] leverage a dataset from Lee and Kobsa [209] to
generate a set of privacy profiles that span the preferences of a wide variety of users. Each
profile contains a myriad of default settings for various public IoT scenarios. By selecting among
the available profiles (their optimal solution has three of them), users select a personal initial
default setting that requires little adjustment. While this approach does not provide dynamically
updating recommendations, it provides a certain amount of personalization without requiring
any knowledge about the user.
Recommendation: Implement UTP using a layered and gracefully
degrading approach
Not all privacy-related situations in TLA require a user-tailored approach. It is important to
remember that the majority of privacy problems should be prevented by design (see
Specification Vol. 1) rather than solved by UTP. Moreover, implementing UTP will be a complex
endeavor that requires a solid infrastructure for privacy-related data collection, user privacy
modeling, and recommendation. As such we recommend that UTP should be implemented
incrementally, starting with simple “smart profile”-based approaches, and moving to more
complex user privacy modeling solutions later in the development process.
Combining simple and complex user modeling approaches within the same system allows for
“graceful degradation” of the user modeling approach. For example, a collaborative filtering
recommender will not work when too little user data is available, or when the user is offline. In
such cases, the system can fall back on a profile-based approach, or even just recommend the
settings of the average user.
Finally, to ascertain the quality and validity of the UTP module, it should be evaluated using the
“layered evaluation” approach [259], which allows input, processing, and output procedures to
be evaluated separately.
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5 Adapting privacy
While most existing work on user-tailored privacy covers the “modeling privacy” aspect (Section
4), it is of utmost importance to also cover various ways in which TLA-based systems can
leverage these user privacy models to provide user-tailored privacy decision support. This
section therefore discusses how UTP can implement adaptations throughout the TLA-based
system that help users make better privacy decisions. Particularly we discuss:
-

-

-

-

Adaptations involving the privacy settings or information requests themselves—These
adaptations alleviate the burden of privacy decision-making, either through fully automated
adaptive defaults or adaptive “nudges” in the form of highlights or suggestions. For example,
UTP may automatically decide to share a TLA user’s learning outcome with some but not all
of their teammates.
Adaptations involving the justification for certain settings or information requests—In their
simplest form, adaptive justifications can inform users about the reasons behind a
recommendation, or act as a “nudge” that gives users a rationale for engaging in a privacyrelated behavior. More complex forms of justifications can educate users about the risks and
benefits involved in a privacy decision. For example, UTP may inform a TLA user that sharing
their training data with a TLA processor may increase the effectiveness of upcoming training
modules. It can offer the user to learn more about how TLA processors use detailed training
data to personalize training recommendations.
Interface adaptations—These adaptations restructure the user interface of the system to
make certain privacy actions easier to accomplish. For example, UTP may notice that a
certain TLA user often shares learning outcomes selectively with a subset of possible
recipients, and subsequently make this action easier to accomplish by giving it a more
prominent place in the “training data-sharing” section of the TLA user interface.
Privacy-adaptive personalization—These adaptations influence the types of personalization
a system can engage in based on the collected user data, thereby preventing potential
unwanted inferences to be made. For example, if a TLA user is diagnosed with PTSD due to a
past mission, UTP can instruct TLA processors to refrain from using information about that
mission as a basis for its personalized training recommendation.

This section will conclude with a discussion of the tradeoff between fully automated privacy
adaptations (which are more convenient, but less engaging, and can be dangerous when they
are wrong) and keeping the user in the loop on recommendations (which allows users to become
more informed about privacy, but can be overwhelming, and could potentially have a negative
effect if the privacy adaptations are overly persuasive or authoritative).

5.1 Adapt the setting
The most commonly studied application of UTP is “adaptive privacy settings”. This application
extends work on default settings as nudges [144,200] to the idea of adaptive defaults [302],
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which take into account the fact that the optimal default setting in privacy crucially depends on
the user and the context of the decision. Their adaptive nature prevents these nudges from
threatening the users’ autonomy (see Section 1.4).
Adaptive defaults can be applied to any privacy settings that can be represented as a checkbox,
radio button, or multiple-choice question. This could include app privacy settings (e.g. “May this
financial health awareness app have access to your bank account?”) [169,190] and social sharing
settings (e.g. a “sharing matrix” indicating which learning outcomes will be shared with which
colleague) [168,171]. This section covers various ways in which adaptive default can be
implemented in such situations.
Automatically apply settings to alleviate TLA users from frequent privacy
behaviors, but avoid automating decisions with far-reaching consequences
Arguably the most straightforward way to effect adaptive privacy settings is to automatically
apply them by default. If privacy settings are largely in line with users’ preferences, it will be
easier for users to choose the right settings [85]. In fact, in the ideal case where the system
makes no errors in deciding on the default setting, the user does not have to take any action at
all. As such, adaptive defaults are the least intrusive way to implement adaptive privacy settings,
which makes them a very effective method for relieving users’ decision burden.
Defaults also provide an implicit normative cue, e.g., a default value communicates what the
system thinks the TLA user should do [41,228,292], and they create an ‘endowment effect’
where people are less willing to pay for what they perceive to be a gain in privacy than what they
would demand if the same decision were framed as a loss [9,330]. Because of this, automatically
applying settings by default will likely nudge users in the direction of that default [324].
While a large number of previous works on privacy prediction assume some sort of automatic
application of the predicted privacy policy, very few works test whether users appreciate—and
go along with—such adaptive defaults. Studying the potential for user-tailored privacy on
Facebook, Namara et al. find that users appreciate adaptive defaults for features that they use
frequently, as this may relieve them of a considerable amount of burden in these cases [240].
Users are skeptical about the accuracy of privacy recommendations, though, and therefore
dislike the idea of automating privacy features that may have far-reaching social consequences,
such as blocking unwanted friends or applications.
Moreover, Knijnenburg and Kobsa compare a static “smart default” setting (non-personalized
but based on the average disclosure of past users) against a “shared-by-default” setting and a
“private-by-default” setting in a mockup of a social network system [168]. They show that users
are much more likely to follow the smart default than either of the other two defaults, and that
users with high privacy concerns share more information in this situation, without increasing
their perceived over-disclosure threat. These findings suggest that an adaptive default setting
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can strike a balance between threat and disclosure that is absent from the typical “shared-bydefault” and “private-by-default” options.
Highlight suggested settings to reduce TLA users’ cognitive burden in a
subtle but useful manner
Another way to adapt settings is to highlight the setting that UTP identifies as most suitable. This
method still requires some user involvement, which makes it a bit more burdensome, but also
allows users to more readily correct any possible mistakes. Moreover, if UTP is uncertain about
the best setting, it can highlight more than one.
Highlighted suggestions do not reduce the physical burden of decision-making, but they do
reduce the cognitive burden, because in most cases users can go for the highlighted setting
without much thinking. The cognitive burden can be further reduced by deemphasizing or hiding
the settings that are not recommended, rather than highlighting the ones that are. The idea of
adaptiveness through emphasis and deemphasis overlaps with the idea of interface adaptations
(see Section 5.3).
Again, very few works test whether users appreciate and go along with “adaptive highlights”.
Namara et al. find that users appreciate this adaptation method, but not for adaptations that are
deemed “obvious” [240]. Participants in their study remark that they like the awarenessincreasing ability of adaptive highlights.
Moreover, Knijnenburg and Jin test hiding and highlighting in a check-in based location sharing
system [177]. They find that users are likely to follow highlighted recommendations, and even
more so with hiding. In fact, they demonstrate that highlighting and hiding have a persuasive
effect: users are more likely to follow the recommendations than what would be expected based
on the prediction accuracy of the underlying algorithm. Finally, they find that users perceive a
significant increase in privacy support when the system displays only a short list of
recommended options (and hides the remaining options).
Suggest privacy settings/rules to keep TLA users involved in their privacy
decisions, but avoid making suggestions with awkward social consequences
Another mechanism for effecting adaptive settings is to “suggest” settings to the user. Such
suggestions can for instance come as textual advice from a “privacy agent” (e.g. Facebook’s
privacy dinosaur [251]). Suggestions require more user involvement but are less risky than the
other adaptation mechanisms. Moreover, their textual nature allows for a great amount of
flexibility, in that their persuasiveness can be fine-tuned, and they can include both a suggestion
and a justification (see Section 5.2).
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Namara et al. test adaptive suggestions in a Facebook context using the privacy dinosaur as a
vehicle for displaying suggestions [240]. They find that users appreciate suggestions for
infrequent privacy behaviors and argue that suggestions can leverage the opportunity to teach
users about privacy. At the same time, though, they find that the explicit nature of suggestions
makes them less suitable for recommending privacy behaviors that may be socially awkward,
such as suggesting the user to delete a friend’s post.
Suggestions can be aggregated into larger chunks of advice. This includes “rules” for sharing or
“profiles”, which are essentially “generators” of individual settings. A few papers test how users
react to such privacy rule suggestions:
•

•

Liu et al. demonstrate the effectiveness and usability of their mobile privacy policy
recommendations [215]. Specifically, they show that users are likely to accept their
suggestions, that the suggestions help them converge more quickly on a final privacy
setting, and that users felt comfortable with the recommendations and deemed them
helpful.
Wilson et al. show that privacy profiles significantly increase sharing without reducing
users’ comfort.

Future work should study whether human-like characters improve or hamper users’ acceptance
of privacy suggestions.
Manipulate the order of sequentially presented settings and information
requests to prioritize the disclosure of certain types of information
When settings or information requests are presented sequentially, e.g. in a conversational
setting, UTP can also change the order in which settings or information requests are presented
to the user. The order of sensitive versus less sensitive requests has an impact on disclosure. For
example, Acquisti et al. find that disclosure rates are lower when asking less sensitive questions
first [9], and Knijnenburg and Kobsa find that sharing rates in social networks are higher when
users are asked to share with weaker ties first [168]. Adaptive request orders can thus regulate
the permissiveness of users’ privacy settings or the amount of information they disclose.
Adaptive request orders can also regulate what specific items users disclose: previous work
shows that users are more likely to answer requests for personal information that are presented
first, at the expense of requests made later in the process [169]. This is useful when the amount
of information users provide is arbitrary, e.g., a TLA processor that uses any information it is
given to provide learning recommendations. In these situations, the system can prioritize
requests that are useful to the system and that users are predicted to be more likely to answer
[166].
Knijnenburg conducted a comprehensive evaluation of adaptive request orders in a
demographics-based health recommender system [166]. In this system, users answer questions
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that vary in sensitivity as well as in the extent to which they are useful to the recommender. The
UTP algorithm in this system makes a tradeoff by prioritizing questions that are useful to the
recommender but that don’t surpass a certain sensitivity threshold. This threshold can either be
static or adapted to users’ privacy concerns on the fly (as indicated by their answering behavior).
Trading usefulness and sensitivity did indeed improve the users’ experience. In particular, using a
static tradeoff with a high sensitivity-to-usefulness threshold resulted in higher levels of trust and
user satisfaction among participants with domain expertise or low privacy concerns. Moreover,
the adaptive request orders resulted in better recommendations because users answered more
questions when the algorithm avoided overly sensitive questions.
Recommendation: A hybrid adaptive privacy-setting procedure can
increase users’ acceptance of and comfort with the adaptations
Research shows that different types of users react differently to automatic default settings.
Brown et al. [41] demonstrate that expertise and social intelligence (known as “market
metacognition”) are important aspects in this regard. Particularly, if users are privacy novices
and unaware of the intentions of the various actors involved in their privacy decisions, they are
more likely to adhere to the suggested default setting (persuasion). However, users who are
privacy experts and aware of the intentions of the various actors involved in their privacy
decisions tend to be less likely to adhere to the suggested default setting (reactance). For those
with either expertise or market metacognition, the effect depends on the value of the default: a
low default is persuasive, while a high default causes reactance. Similar effects have been found
in privacy, where the effect of default orders and settings depend on users’ overall privacy
concerns [166,168,170].
In cases where defaults cause reactance, highlights and suggestions may be better able to help
users with their privacy decisions. Highlights and suggestions are also more appropriate when
the UTP system is less confident about the optimal setting or decision. As such, the mechanisms
presented in this section can be combined in various interesting ways. An example of this would
be a UTP system that:
•
•
•
•

automatically discloses any items to a TLA learning provider that it knows the user is very
likely going to be comfortable disclosing;
automatically withholds any items to a TLA learning provider that it knows the user is
very likely going to be uncomfortable disclosing;
makes suggestions for items and learning providers it is not certain about;
presents these suggestions in decreasing order of certainty.

For TLA users with a certain level of privacy expertise and market metacognition (which are
potentially observable from their extent of making manual privacy decisions), the UTP system
can increase its automation thresholds, especially for automatic disclosures.
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This combination of various adaptive privacy-setting techniques arguably increases users’
acceptance of and comfort with the adaptations. Future work should test this hybrid procedure
in a live setting.

5.2 Adapt the justification
Users can also be supported with justifications. A justification is usually accompanied by a
recommended setting or action and provides a succinct reason to engage or not engage in the
recommended privacy-related behavior. Different types of justifications are covered in
Specification Vol. 1, Section 6.3. Here we specifically address the idea of tailoring the justification
to the user.
Tailoring the timing, framing, and content of justifications makes them personalized and
relatable. This arguably increases the trust and perception of support between the TLA-based
system and its’ users, enabling them to make better privacy decisions regarding the information
used by various learning and training applications [169].
Make justifications context-relevant
Good justifications incorporate meaningful representations of information rather than raw data
[140]. Therefore, one way to tailor justifications is to make them context-relevant.
Contextualized justifications are important in TLA-based systems: UTP is employed to tailor the
user interface and privacy setting based on the user’s privacy preference, so the justification for
these user-tailored adjustments should be tailored to the context too.
Indeed, Kobsa and Teltzrow found that websites that had contextual explanations were viewed
more favorably by users [187]. As a result, users rated those websites’ privacy practices and
perceived benefit significantly higher than websites that did not offer any contextual
explanations. They also made considerably more purchases on such websites. Similarly, Tsai et
al. showed that providing real-time feedback to users of a location-sharing system about when
and who queried their location tends to make them more comfortable about sharing location
information, and increases their chance of continued use of the system [329].
Likewise, Wijesekera et al. conclude that current privacy notice approaches lack contextual
integrity that would help users understand the purpose of a particular permission request [354].
Although users consider some permission requests as inappropriate, the user’s preferences
towards appropriateness may change over the time. Thus, quantifying the dynamics of user
privacy preferences is an important factor to be considered.
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Time justifications carefully
Context-relevant justifications are likely more effective if shown when users are actually in the
process of making a commitment/decision regarding the use of the app, rather than “post-hoc”.
In this regard, Egelman et al. argue that justifications are most impactful early in the process,
when users haven’t made up their minds yet [90]. However, research also shows that giving the
justifications after the fact may actually result in more accurate feedback [264]. The optimal
timing for justifications should thus be studied in future work.
Regardless, real-time contextualized feedback could result in information overload, and may be
regarded as intrusive due to the constant interruptions they cause. The frequency and timing of
privacy-related justifications is therefore very important, as users should not be overburdened
by justifications, and the justifications should not cause an “ironic transparency effect” where
the justifications could reduce users’ overall trust and satisfaction due to being reminded of
privacy [169]. As such, justifications should only happen in situations where they may have a
short-term (e.g. impact the user’s decision) or long-term (e.g. increase the user’s privacy
knowledge) impact. For example, Felt et al. suggest to avoid overloading users with unnecessary
low-risk privacy warnings in Web browsers [98].
Jedrzejczyk et al. [140] show that users’ willingness to receive a feedback notification depends
on several contextual factors such as time, location, and the importance of the information. They
find that the user’s current task is an important factor in determining whether giving a notice is
appropriate. In other words, if the TLA user is in the middle of a training and unavailable to read
the justification, UTP may decide to apply the adaptations without justification, or postpone the
justification (or even the adaptation itself) until later. If the user is inadvertently interrupted
anyway, a “snooze function” allows them to dismiss the justification without discarding it
altogether [140].
Tailor the type of justification (explanation, usefulness, or social norm) to
the user’s personal characteristics
Justifications come in various shapes and sizes. Developers therefore need to carefully consider
how to construct such justifications and consider how users are likely to interpret them. The
following justifications have been tested in privacy-related works:
•

Some researchers justify information requests by providing a reason for requesting the
information [69,169]. This can be particularly beneficial in personalized systems like TLA,
where seemingly unimportant and unrelated information about the user can have an
unexpected beneficial effect on the accuracy of learning recommendations. In their
overview of justification methods, Knijnenburg and Kobsa found overall negative results,
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but explanations were the least problematic justification method, as they did not
significantly reduce users’ trust, satisfaction or disclosure [169].
Other researchers justify information requests by highlighting the benefits of disclosure
[169,187,341]. A study by Kobsa and Teltzrow [187] showed that users were about 8.3%
more likely to disclose information when they knew the benefits of disclosing the
information. Knijnenburg and Kobsa found that while benefits-based justifications are
considered helpful, they decrease users’ trust, satisfaction, and disclosure [169].
Others justify information requests by appealing to the social norm [8,31,169,263].
Among these, Acquisti et al. find that users were 27% more likely to do this when they
learned that many others decided to disclose the same information [8]. But Besmer et al.
[31], who use social navigation to help users make better privacy and security decisions
using community knowledge and expertise, find that social cues have barely any effect on
users’ Facebook privacy settings: only the small subset of users who take the time to
customize their settings may be influenced by strong negative social cues. Likewise, Patil
et al.[263] use aggregate information about the privacy preferences of a users’ social
circle to help them make informed choices about their own privacy preferences.
However, they rate social navigation cues as a secondary effect. Finally, Knijnenburg and
Kobsa find that users do not consider social navigation cues to be helpful, even though
they are the only studied justification type that influences disclosure [169]. Social
navigation also reduces trust and satisfaction in their study.

Not everyone is equally amenable to justifications, and people differ in the types of arguments
that may persuade them. In a study of privacy seals, Rifon et al. [277] show that while seals did
not seem to ease privacy concerns for all users, users with low privacy self-efficacy and users
who rarely interact with the site experienced more trust and had a greater intention to disclose
personal information when the site displayed a privacy seal. Tailoring privacy seals to the user
may thus provide a way to influence users who are most amenable to them, without bothering
others. Likewise, Felt et al. [98] suggest customizing privacy warnings in web browsers (which are
a type of justification) according to users’ personal privacy concern.
Knijnenburg and Kobsa are to our knowledge the only ones who have explored this possibility in
some detail [170]. They demonstrate the potential for personalized justifications by taking the
results from their overview of justification methods [169], in which they found that all
justifications had an overall negative effect on user satisfaction and disclosure, and re-analyzing
the data using a personalized approach. Their analysis shows that tailoring the justification
method to users’ gender and disclosure tendency can increase the effectiveness of the
justification. Particularly:
•
•
•

For females with low disclosure tendency they find that it is best to ask demographics
questions first with an “explanation” justification.
For males with low disclosure tendency, it is best to ask demographics questions first
with no justification.
For females with high disclosure tendency, it is best to ask context questions first with no
justification.
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For males with high disclosure tendency, it is best to ask demographics questions first
with a “usefulness” justification.

These strategies provide the best balance between satisfaction and disclosure; different
strategies are optimal when the goal is to improve either satisfaction or disclosure exclusively.
Pending a comprehensive review of this technique, the framing of
justifications can be leveraged by UTP to adaptively influence disclosure
Research has shown that the framing of a privacy decision can significantly influence the level of
disclosure, with negative framing leading to significantly lower levels of disclosure than positive
framing [144,200]. Justifications can also be used to frame a privacy decision. In a study on
mobile app store privacy indicators, Choe et al. found that positively framed icons are more likely
to nudge people away from privacy invasive apps [63]. Interestingly, this is counter to the
traditional framing effect, in which a negative frame reduces disclosure due to loss aversion.
Pending more research on framing in privacy justifications, this technique can potentially be
used in user-tailored privacy to increase or decrease sharing as desired. Note, though, that
framing does not always work for everyone: Hardisty et al. [114] show that framing of a carbon
fee as either a “tax” or an “offset” has an influence on people who identify as Republicans (who
generally have a more negative view of taxes), but not on people who identify as Democrats.
Therefore, framing should be applied in a way that fits the user’s context and frame of reference.
Recommendation: Conduct more comprehensive research into adaptive
justifications and their delivery
Justifications have the potential to nudge users into a certain direction, so an adaptive
application of this approach in privacy decision-making can be a valuable tool for UTP. Moreover,
justifications can give users insight into the reasoning behind the UTP recommendations, keep
them in the loop on their privacy decisions, and even teach them valuable, context-relevant
lessons about privacy.
In theory, the pervasive use of privacy justifications can give users a feeling of support, and
establish trust in the system [341]. System developers may be able to capitalize on this trust
relationship by anthropomorphizing the source of the justifications, like with Facebook’s privacy
dinosaur [251]. Note, though, that findings outside the area of privacy suggest that
anthropomorphism may hurt explanations of interface adaptations [174].
As we have shown throughout this subsection, though, very little research on the value of
justifications exists, and research on user-tailored justifications is even less prevalent. More
research should be conducted into the use of justifications for various UTP-related purposes.
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Arguably, this research would be the key to turning UTP from a user-support tool into a tool that
increases users’ awareness and teaches them valuable lessons about privacy (see Section 6).

5.3 Adapt the interface
User-tailored settings and justifications are most suitable when managing privacy involves
explicit decisions, particularly those that can be represented as a checkbox, radio button, or
multiple-choice question. However, most modern information systems allow users to protect
their privacy in more diverse and more intuitive ways than a traditional “sharing matrix” in which
users specify who gets to see what [126,201,238]. For example, in the case of Facebook, existing
research demonstrates that users can also manage their privacy in terms of relational
boundaries (e.g. friending and unfriending), territorial boundaries (e.g., untagging or deleting
unwanted posts by others), network boundaries (e.g. hiding one’s friend list from others), and
interactional boundaries (e.g. blocking other users or hiding one’s online status to avoid
unwanted chats) [360].
These privacy behaviors extend beyond the sharing matrix—they are enabled in Facebook’s
interface by a variety of designed privacy features. However, these privacy features are often
difficult to access, and create an unwieldy “labyrinth” of privacy functionality that users find
difficult to use [70,222]. Luckily, research on users’ utilization of these various Facebook privacy
behaviors has demonstrated that users substantially differ in the extent to which they use each
behavior [361–364]. Consequently, UTP can be used to tailor the design of the interface itself to
the user, emphasizing features the current user is expected to use most often, and deemphasizing the features they only seldom use. Recent work labels this approach “User-Tailored
Privacy by Design” (UTPbD) and explores how it can be applied directly using user profiles mined
from the same system, or indirectly (“extrapolated”) based on “personas” abstracted from
research on a different system [356]. Below we describe both approaches in some detail.
Apply UTPbD directly, by measuring privacy profiles and then tailoring the
user interface to these profiles
Both UTPbD approaches start with a clustering of users’ privacy behaviors into various “profiles”
[361]. In a direct application of UTPbD, the privacy controls of the system for which the profiles
were developed are tailored in a way that changes their salience depending on the profile of the
current user. Research on information disclosure shows that the salience [100,128,131,173,371]
of privacy controls significantly influences users’ engagement with such controls. User-tailored
privacy by design can thus be implemented for each profile by emphasizing features that are
more likely to be used by users with that profile, which will make this behavior easier to engage
in.
Wilkinson et al. present designs based on this UTPbD approach for Facebook, based on
Wisniewski et al.’s profiles. Below are some example interface adaptations they propose.
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Selective Sharers want to limit the audience with whom they share information. Their tailored
design makes it easier to assign friends to custom friend lists (Figure 2) and increases the
prominence of the selective sharing options that Facebook provides when submitting a new post
(Figure 3).

Figure 2: A more prominent design for friend list management. Users can directly classify friends into a list.

Figure 3: A more prominent design for selective sharing. Users can directly change the audience of a post with toggle
buttons, without having to use the standard drop-down list.

Self-Censors do not make distinctions between friends but instead prefer not to share their basic
and contact information with anyone. For these users we set the default visibility of personal
information (e.g. phone number, address, interests, religious and political views) to “only me”
(Figure 4). At the same time, we reduce interface clutter for these users by removing the friend
list management functionality from the dialog that pops up when the user hovers over a friend’s
name (Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Default visibility for Contact and Basic Info is set to “only me”.

Figure 5: A less prominent design for friend list management (left). The features that enable users to categorize
friends into lists are removed from the dialog that pops up when the user hovers over a friend’s name in the original
interface (right).

Time Savers use privacy strategies that enable them to selectively read posts without being
bothered by unwanted chat messages or status updates. To facilitate this behavioral pattern,
their tailored design makes it easier to go offline on chat at any time by means of a toggle button
(Figure 6). It also makes it easier to alter their News Feed by deleting stories or hiding posts
(Figure 7).
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Figure 6: A more prominent design for restricting chat. Users can use the toggle to go online or offline in Facebook
chat without having to use the standard options pop-up.

Figure 7: A more prominent design for Timeline moderation. Users can easily delete or hide posts on their Timeline.

Privacy Balancers display moderate levels of privacy management. Designing for these users is
particularly hard; the proposed solution is to make certain key privacy features more prominent.
Particularly, their tailored design increases the accessibility of the settings for restricting their
chat availability, timeline moderation, altering post on their News Feed, and blocking apps,
events, and people (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: A more prominent design for blocking apps, events, and people, displayed directly in the notifications.

Privacy Maximizers display the widest variety of privacy behaviors, i.e. they utilize almost all the
available privacy features. Therefore, increasing the accessibility of all aforementioned privacy
activities. Combination of these emphasized features is likely going to result in a considerably
more cluttered interface. However, Privacy Maximizers are likely to have such strong privacy
concerns that they prefer this cluttered interface over the standard Facebook interface (cf.
[344,345]).
Finally, Privacy Minimalists report the lowest levels of privacy management behavior among all
user classes. For these users we keep the Facebook interface “as is”, except that we remove the
friend list assignment functionality from the friend popup dialog.
Apply extrapolated UTPbD, by leveraging profiles from other systems as
“personas”, and designing tailored interfaces for these personas
Aside from a direct application, UTPbD also allows for an extrapolated application, where the
user profiles identified in one system are used as “personas” to develop privacy design
guidelines for a yet-to-be-implemented system that is envisioned to have similar privacy
features. Personas are a design tool first introduced by Cooper as a means to focus design
practice on key segments of the audience of a system. Like profiles, personas are an increasingly
popular tool in the field of usable privacy [10,11]. Personas serve a more conceptual purpose
compared to profiles—this is necessary because there may not be a direct mapping between the
privacy functionality of the system on which the profiles are based, and the system to which
these profiles are subsequently applied.
To explore extrapolated UTPbD, Wilkinson et al. [356] use the same six profiles uncovered by
Wisniewski et al. [361] to develop user-tailored design guidelines for TLA. Users of TLA-based
systems will also likely be users of social media, such as Facebook, and therefore, can identify
with the profiles of Selective Sharers, Self-Censors, Time Savers, Maximizers, Balancers, and
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Minimalists. As such, there are several ways in TLA-based systems can adapt their privacy
interface to these different types of users.
In a network of training applications, Selective Sharers may be selective regarding the
applications that they are willing to use. Selective Sharers would also be more restrictive
regarding the social aspects of TLA. Specifically, they would be likely to carefully manage who is
within their network, what training outcomes are posted publicly, and who gets to see the
information that is collected or generated by the training system or that other people share
about them. This means that for Selective Sharers TLA-based systems should increase the
prominence of privacy features that allow them to hide certain information from the public, and
share it only with select groups of contacts within their network, such as their direct coworkers.
Self-Censors tend to manage privacy by withholding information, so TLA-based systems should
allow these users to limit the extent to which the system collects and tracks information about
their skills, interests, training schedule and achievements are shared with the system. The
system should also emphasize its browsing functionality, since it can expose Self-Censors to
relevant training modules without the need for extensive tracking. If Self-Censors refuse to share
their learning outcomes with the system, this could prevent them from getting credit for these
learning activities, and impede their career goals. It would thus be best if such learning outcomes
were still tracked, but shared only with direct supervisors, and only at a coarse level (e.g. only an
overall assessment of learning performance at a level of detail that is sufficient for making
promotion decisions). For the social aspects of TLA, Self-Censors should be allowed to prevent
their information from being shared with their network. Note that Self-Censors also tend to hide
their contact information; this indicates that they prefer to protect their “real world” privacy as
well. Real world social functionality, such as suggestions for group training, should thus also be
avoided.
Time Savers’ main privacy management strategy is to minimize the amount of communication
they have while using the system, both when it comes to direct communication and indirect
communication. They should thus have the ability to opt out of social connectivity features such
as chat or status updates if the TLA implementation has such functionality. Similarly, TLA-based
systems should allow Time Savers to consume relevant recommendations without being
bothered by too much interaction. This may require features like allowing them to curate their
list of suggested recommendations and allowing them to switch off push notifications and emails
sent out by the system.
As mentioned earlier, Privacy Balancers are difficult to design for: while they do not portray
particularly high levels of privacy concern, they do employ a variety of privacy functionality, but
only to a limited extent. Privacy Balancers should get the same functionality as Time Savers, plus
some functionality to block specific learning applications and people, and to moderate some of
the content of the system. Completely withholding of personal information is not necessary for
Privacy Balancers, nor do they require any mechanism to carefully specify selective sharing of
information with specific groups of people.
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Privacy Maximizers employ almost all of the combined privacy management activities of
Selective Sharers, Self-Censors, and Time Savers. This means that all of the functionality
described above should be available for Privacy Maximizers, which results in a system with
features for reducing the collection and sharing of information, increasing the opportunity for
curation, and allowing users to opt out of active notifications and social features.
While Privacy Minimalists constitute the least privacy-sensitive privacy profile, it is important to
contemplate design solutions for them as well. Particularly, for Privacy Minimalists the system
needs to be designed in a way that unfettered personalization can take place. Tailoring to Privacy
Minimalists means removing all possible barriers to data sharing, communication, and
recommendation.
Recommendation: Implement extrapolated UTPbD at design-time, then
collect data for a direct implementation of UTPbD at deployment-time
As an architecture that enables pervasive user monitoring, integration of various learning
applications, and data sharing among different users, the TLA provides an excellent use case for
UTPbD [272,273]. However, the TLA specifications have yet to be implemented in an actual
learning ecosystem. Therefore, the direct approach for creating user profiles based on users’
past privacy behavior within the system is not feasible at this stage in the development of TLA.
Therefore, at this point the only feasible approach is to extrapolate previously developed profiles
to personas that can inform UTPbD for TLA. While this approach takes an untested theoretical
jump, this limitation is hard to overcome, because TLA is still in a conceptual state. As TLA gets
implemented in real learning applications, we can do a study to observe its users’ privacy
behaviors, and develop profiles based on this data. The similarity between the current Facebook
profiles and the profiles we will detect in TLA will give us a good indication of the effectiveness of
applying UTPbD at the persona-level in new networked applications.

5.4 Adapt the personalization
A final venue for UTP to affect users’ privacy decisions is by modifying the outcome of TLA’s data
collection practices: the learning recommendations. This UTP approach acknowledges that users
may differ in their attitudes towards data collection versus data use. For example, a TLA user may
not mind the system knowing about a certain qualification (e.g. a language skill) but may prefer
the system to refrain from using this skill as input to training recommendations (e.g. if the user
no longer wishes to work in the region where this language is spoken).
This section surveys differences in attitudes between data collection and use and discusses a
user modeling framework that can adjust itself to users’ privacy practices.
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Use UTP to prevent erroneous inferences and other types of unwanted
personalization
The conceptual difference between users’ attitudes towards the collection of personal
information and its use was first carefully examined by Smith et al. in their development of the
Concern For Information Privacy (CFIP) scale. Their factor analysis shows that there is indeed a
difference in users’ “concern that extensive amounts of personally identifiable data are being
collected and stored in databases” (Collection), their “concern that protections against
deliberate and accidental errors in personal data are inadequate” (Errors), their “concern that
data about individuals are readily available to people not properly authorized to view or work
with this data” (Improper Access), and their “concern that information is collected from
individuals for one purpose but is used for another, secondary purpose (internally or after
disclosure to an external party) without authorization from the individuals” (Unauthorized
Secondary Use). Across three different samples, they find that the levels of the latter three
concerns are higher than the concern about Collection.
In TLA-based systems, personalized learning recommendations may not always be regarded as
the primary purpose of the system, and it is not unlikely that some personalized functionalities
will be introduced at a later time [137]. Given users’ higher level of concerns about secondary
use of personal information, privacy experts argue that such secondary use of the information
should be explicitly communicated to the users, otherwise they may be surprised to find out
about it, and feel that their privacy is violated [79,321].
Likewise, while users are likely to value the personalized learning recommendations provided by
TLA-based systems, they will get annoyed if the system makes an incorrect prediction or
inference about their goals and preferences (see Specification Vol. 1, Section 2.3). Possibly worse
yet are unwanted or creepy correct predictions [295,322], which cause users to engage in some
kind of “reputation management” when using personalized systems. For example, in interviews
regarding the data collected by a mobile app recommender, Knijnenburg et al. [169] found that
users would occasionally decide not to disclose a certain piece of information because “it doesn't
accurately represent me as a person”. To mitigate these problems, researchers suggest that
users should have the opportunity to scrutinize [152] and correct [103] potential mistakes in the
system’s predictions.
Importantly, though, the suggested mitigations are classical examples of notice and choice,
which will likely leave the user overwhelmed if implemented in a system as complex as TLA (see
Section 1.3). Hence, we should Implement UTP to make privacy-aware personalization more
manageable.
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Recommendation: Integrate UTP into a dynamic privacy-enabling user
modeling framework
Wang and Kobsa’s dynamic privacy-enabling user modeling framework (Figure 9) can act as a
basis for user-tailored privacy-aware personalization [342]. This framework comprises a User
Modeling Server (UMS) that is similar to TLA’s “Processor” entity: it stores user characteristics
and behavior, integrates external user-related information, applies user modeling methods to
derive additional assumptions about the user, allow multiple external user adaptive applications
(cf. User Facing Apps created by Activity Providers) to retrieve user information from the server
in parallel. The adaptive functionality provided by the UMS is codified in a number of User
Modeling Components (UMCs), which represent classes of inferences that can be made.
Importantly, the server allows for each user to have their own privacy constraints on these
UMCs, e.g. related to the use of certain data, or the ability to make certain inferences. At the
beginning of the interaction with a user, the Selector verifies for every UMC whether it may
operate under the user’s privacy constraints.
A fundamental question surrounding the real-world use of such UMSs, is how to determine the
privacy constraints for each user. Wang and Kobsa primarily consider prevailing privacy laws and
regulations based on the country of residence of the user [342,343]. Our suggestion is to support
a much more granular level of personalized constraints based on UTP. Users’ privacy preferences
as modeled by UTP (see Section 4) can serve as a basis to determine whether certain types of
inferences or data use should be allowed, and thus steer the selection of UMCs in a more
dynamic fashion.
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Figure 9: Wang and Kobsa's Dynamic Privacy-Enabling User Modeling Framework [342]

5.5 Problems with adaptations
The adaptations discussed in this section span a wide variety of “degrees of automation”, as
outlined by Sheridan and Verplank [293], ranging from “the computer offers no assistance” to
“the computer decides on everything and acts autonomously”, with several levels in between. In
light of these various degrees of automation, we present two important problems in this section,
as well as a potential solution.
The first problem is the trade-off between burden and control: Automation (and subsequently
higher degrees of automation) reduces the burden of having to engage privacy-related behaviors
oneself, but it comes at the cost of relinquishing some control. The first problem is thus one of
finding the optimal degree of automation that balances this trade-off for TLA users.
The second problem involves the persuasive effect of the UTP-based adaptations (see e.g.
[177,359]), which arguably increase with the degree of automation. While the goal of UTP is to
nudge TLA users to employ the privacy behaviors that match their observed or stated
preferences, one needs to be careful not to turn UTP into a privacy “dark pattern” [37].
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Finding the optimal balance between burden and control is a difficult
trial-and-error process
While it is clear that the degree of automation determines the balance between (the reduction
in) user burden and control, existing literature provides little guidance regarding optimal degree
of automation that balances burden and control. We argue for UTP based on the fact that the
vast complexity of TLA-based systems leaves their users ill-equipped to take full control over
their privacy, regardless of the usability of the proposed control mechanisms. As such, we
advocate for UTP as a means to reduce user burden. On the other hand, though, we
acknowledge that UTP cannot function without informed input, and we strive for TLA users to be
informed about and have control over their privacy decisions—at least regarding aspects of their
privacy that are truly important to them. Hence, we do not want to fully relinquish control.
Bokhove et al. evaluate 15 technical and behavioral privacy control strategies, and show that
granular control and usability are fundamentally at odds with each other [35]: most strategies
that provide granular control also cause a significant amount of annoyance, and easy-to-use
privacy control methods usually fail to provide granular control.
Patil et al. demonstrate the difficulty of finding the optimal level of control in a location-sharing
study [73]. They find that immediate feedback without the opportunity to control actions
increases user discomfort with location sharing and leads to feelings of oversharing. However,
they also find that providing feedback immediately after system-enacted disclosures may create
a heightened sense of disagreement with the decision. They therefore advise that the optimal
level of control is delayed disclosure feedback, allowing for a reasonable ‘cooling off’ period
before the user gives feedback on the automated location-sharing decision.
Hence, we argue that the degree of UTP automation implemented in TLA-based systems should
fundamentally be considered a matter of burden and control. TLA stakeholders should recognize
the trade-off between these two values, explicitly state their opinion regarding its optimal
balance, and implement adaptation methods accordingly. Ideally, these adaptation methods
should be evaluated after implementation along the dimensions of burden and control. A
comprehensive field trial may point out whether the implemented UTP adaptation methods take
over too much control, or rather leave too much of the burden on the user.
Finding the optimal level of persuasion is a difficult trial-and-error process
Research shows that users are prone to agree with a recommender’s predicted ratings [72] and
to follow a recommender’s advice [77,110]. Specifically in the field of privacy, Knijnenburg and
Jin show that users in their study were more likely to follow the privacy recommendations than
what would be expected based on the precision of their recommender as determined in their
offline evaluation [177]. Similarly, Wilson et al. demonstrate that their personalized privacy
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wizard influences users to share significantly more without a substantial difference in comfort
[359].
Higher degrees of automation, and for instance more strongly worded justifications, likely result
in even more persuasive recommendations. We argue for UTP based on the fact that we want to
make it easier for users to engage in the privacy behaviors that fit their preferences. As such, we
welcome the persuasive nature of UTP. On the other hand, though, we acknowledge that UTP
should not become too paternalistic, and give users the opportunity to deviate from the
recommendations, even if they are informed by their own previous preferences and behaviors.
An overly persuasive recommender is bad for three reasons: First of all, Knijnenburg et al.
demonstrate that online services can use persuasive recommendations manipulate user’s
disclosure behavior [177]. For example, they can provide over-disclosing privacy
recommendations as a means to increase their disclosure. Secondly, overly persuasive privacy
recommendations can be perceived as untrustworthy [169], which may cause reactance (see
Sections 4.1 and 5.1)—behavior which is opposite to the effect we want to achieve. Finally, the
persuasive nature of recommender systems creates what Lanier calls a “positive feedback loop”
[202]: rather than going through the trouble of developing their own privacy preferences, simply
follow whatever UTP recommends them to do.
Hence, we argue that the UTP automation methods implemented in TLA-based systems should
also be evaluated along the dimension of persuasion. A comprehensive field trial may point out
whether the implemented UTP adaptation methods are too persuasive, or rather fail to convince
users to pursue the suggested privacy-related behavior. The type and wording of the
implemented methods can be tweaked according the results of this field trial.
Recommendation: Use different privacy adaptation methods for different
situations
The optimal privacy adaptation method remains an open question [180], and a comprehensive
field trial can shed light on the best approach to implement the privacy recommendations
provided by UTP. Beyond this, we argue that the optimal adaptation method may depend on the
goals of UTP, be it automation, awareness, guidance or education (see Section 6). For example,
according to Sheridan and Verplank [293], lower degrees of automation are most suitable in
situations where control is desirable, and a certain amount of burden is justifiable, e.g. for the
purpose of educating users about a privacy feature.
Moreover, Namara et al. demonstrate that the optimal adaptation method may differ from
feature to feature, and crucially depend on the user’s prior engagement with each feature [240].
They show that when users are unfamiliar with a privacy feature, they prefer adaptations in
terms of explicit suggestions, mainly because this allows for the adaptive behavior to be
explained. This additional layer of control outweighs the burden of having to follow up on the
suggestion. On the other hand, when users use a feature frequently, they prefer a fully
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automated approach, suggesting that they are willing to give up some control in return for the
significant reduction in the burden that this approach offers them.
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6 Goals
This document presents UTP as a means to provide TLA users with personalized privacy decisionsupport. It covers the operation of UTP as a “measure, model, adapt” framework, indicating how
it can give users advice that is tailored to their privacy preferences. So far, though, we have not
covered why UTP should provide such support—at least not beyond the rudimentary notion that
privacy decisions are difficult and existing solutions for support are lacking.
The foremost goal of UTP is to support the user in their privacy decision-making, but in providing
such support one must acknowledge that users themselves may have conflicting goals, and it will
be up to UTP developers to decide which of these goals to prioritize. Alternatively, UTP can
support users by taking on a “teaching role” and giving them the tools, they need to decide for
themselves on how to meet their privacy goals.
To further complicate things, UTP can take the privacy requirements of the requester/recipient
of the information, other users, and the organization as a whole into account as well. This is
particularly difficult when those goals conflict with the user’s goals. In that case, UTP needs to
reconcile various requirements in a way that does not betray the trust of the user.

6.1 Support the user
The primary goal of UTP is to support the user. This section covers practical and conceptual
obstacles that can make it difficult for UTP to attain this goal:
•
•
•

TLA users may not trust UTP to make privacy decisions for them
TLA users’ privacy preferences may be the result of conflicting goals
TLA users may want control over their data without spending too much effort on privacy
decision-making

While these problems are essentially impossible to overcome, this subsection discusses ways to
mitigate them.
Trust it a prerequisite for supporting the user
and may depend on the entity operating UTP
For UTP to effectively support the user, it needs to be obvious to the user themselves that this is
the goal. Users’ acceptance of default settings or privacy recommendations is dependent on
their “market metacognition” [41] (see Section 5.1): users will only follow such advice if they
believe in the benevolence of the recommending authority [229]. If the user does not trust UTP
to act in their best interest, they will likely show reactance to the recommendation and thereby
thwart the goal of supporting the user.
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Monetizing users’ personal information is a common profit strategy of commercial Web
applications. As such, users may believe that the goal of a typical learning application is to collect
as much information about its users as possible, which may conflict with the user’s own goals of
keeping (some of) their information private. Hence, the user may not trust such learning
applications to make privacy recommendations with their best interests in mind. Due to this
apparent conflict of interest, it is thus better for UTP to be implemented by a higher-level entity
that is independent from the learning applications [166]. The TLA architecture has several
entities that operate independently and at a higher level than the learning applications, for
example, the “TLA processors” that provide meta-adaptations [101]. The TLA processors would
thus be an appropriate entity for operating UTP and providing privacy recommendations.
Another option is to build UTP as a separate entity, potentially putting it under the control of a
trusted party. Training department managers could be this trusted party, as it is their job to
provide the best training experience to the people in their department.
User-supporting UTP must reconcile users’ various,
potentially conflicting goals
UTP manages users’ disclosure behavior in a way that meets their privacy preferences. It is
important to note that those preferences arise from various, potentially conflicting goals.
The user’s primary goal in using TLA is to get a personalized learning experience through meta-,
macro-, and micro-adaptations that tailor the learning activities to their needs and preferences.
From this perspective, collecting more user data generally equals a better, more personalized
experience [311]. Therefore, UTP can best support this goal by asking users to provide as much
information as they are comfortable with. This is not a trivial task, because users’ comfort cannot
simply be inferred from their disclosure behavior. For example, using the “door-in-the-face”
technique (i.e., asking the most sensitive question first when asking multiple disclosure
questions) has been demonstrated to increase disclosure [8] but may severely increase privacy
concerns among users [168]. Given that privacy recommendations are persuasive [177], UTP
must be careful not to assume that users’ agreement with recommended disclosures indicates
that they are comfortable with these requests.
Moreover, a secondary goal in using TLA is to remain private. As argued in Specification Vol. 1
(Section 2.2) that effective learning can be inhibited by continuous observation and tracking.
From this perspective, collecting less user data generally equals a more suitable learning
environment. UTP can attain this goal of privacy by providing a meaningful experience with the
least amount of data, i.e., by only asking for data that are actually useful to the requesting
application.
These perspectives are endpoints on a spectrum, which depends on what kind of personalization
is considered “meaningful”, and what kind of tracking users consider to be “comfortable”. UTP
can help determine what the user finds useful and what they are concerned about, but the
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tradeoff between concerns and usefulness is essentially a designer question. Personalizing this
tradeoff can circumvent some of the ethical considerations of making this tradeoff as a
developer [302], but even then, a certain threshold needs to be set. For example, if UTP predicts
the probability of a user disclosing a piece of information to be at a certain percentage, then
what percentage should serve as the threshold above which it is acceptable to recommend the
user to disclose this piece of information? And at what percentage can the disclosure occur
automatically? The answer to these questions depends on how the system prioritizes the user’s
goals.
Recommendation: Use the concept of stewardship to provide an ideal
balance between effort and control
A related question concerns the amount of control UTP gives to the user. Using different
recommendation targets (see Section 4.3) and adaptation methods (see Section 5.1), UTP
comprises a broad spectrum of approaches ranging from full automation to lightly assisted
manual control.
On the “full automation” side, UTP could aim to exactly mimic users’ own privacy behaviors and
apply them automatically. This approach relieves the user from the cognitive and physical effort
of taking those actions. There are a few problems with this approach. For one, if UTP takes over
all interactions with TLA-related privacy settings, users never get the opportunity to indicate
their preferences. Worse even, if privacy settings are fully automated, TLA users could become
disinterested and ill-equipped to set such settings manually, should the need arise. This could
result in an erosion of user autonomy [182] that could ultimately result in severe privacy
violations.
On the “manual control” side of the spectrum, UTP could provide privacy suggestions, and/or
teach the user how to deal with privacy settings by themselves (see Section 6.2). This approach
allows users to “stay in the loop” regarding their privacy settings, allowing them to double-check
each privacy-related decision. There are a few problems with this approach as well, though. First
of all, it is difficult to motivate users to actually take control over their privacy settings [68],
especially when they are numerous and complex. As such, it is not unlikely that users will avoid
the cognitive effort of making privacy decisions and approve any suggested actions without any
critical evaluation. This creates the same situation as “full automation”, but with a false sense of
control (which can in itself erode privacy [39]) and without reduced physical effort.
A possible middle ground can be found in the concept of “stewardship”, where UTP makes most
of the individual privacy decisions, but the user controls the general rules by which these
decisions are made—for example, the general prioritization between privacy and benefits as
described above. UTP can follow these rules, raise exceptions where appropriate to ask for user
feedback, and incorporate such feedback as a means to update the rules.
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This “stewardship” approach minimizes the required physical effort and distills the required
cognitive effort to a more conceptual expression of the user’s general goals. Should users still
feel ill-equipped to express their privacy preferences at this level, then they can decide to share
their “stewardship” with a trusted third party, such as a training department manager (see
Specification Vol. 1, Section 4.2).

6.2 Teach the user
Most existing works on UTP essentially (partially) replace the user’s privacy decision-making
practices by taking (partial) control over the user’s privacy settings. Alternatively, UTP can
actively support users’ privacy decision-making practices by helping them to decide for
themselves how to meet their privacy goals. This subsection discusses several approaches to
“privacy education”.
Personalized privacy tips can help solidify users’ privacy-related behaviors
An opportunity for privacy training exists whenever UTP’s recommendations go beyond what the
user currently does. One way to give TLA users personalized “tips” about privacy decision-making
is by highlighting inconsistencies in their current behavior. This requires a somewhat prescriptive
approach, where privacy-related behaviors are deemed “consistent” or “inconsistent” based on
logical interdependencies between privacy settings [179]. For example, if a TLA user indicates
that they don’t want to share a certain learning outcome with Bob, but they are sharing that
learning outcome in a public forum that Bob also frequents, the latter privacy behavior logically
contradicts the former.
Such logical inconsistencies can be detected through formal logical analysis, although this
requires that the consequences of privacy actions can be exhaustively represented in a machinereadable format. Alternatively, the detection of such inconsistencies can be “crowdsourced”
either by following the average settings of a user’s nearest neighbors (assuming that such
aggregated privacy behaviors are more consistent than each individual’s behaviors) or by
following the advice of “privacy experts” (assuming that such experts exists and can be
detected).
A more generalized approach to “privacy tips” is discussed in Section 4.3: The system can
highlight privacy-related actions that complement users’ current practices. This requires
knowledge about synergistic privacy actions, which fortunately is a topic previous user-tailored
privacy research has paid a considerable amount of attention to [172,178,361].
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Privacy education through self-actualization gives users more confidence in
their overall privacy strategy and supports the evolution of this strategy
Section 4.3 also discusses the opportunity to move beyond users’ current privacy practices by
teaching them new privacy practices that they are currently unaware of. This approach to privacy
education is equally amenable to the user-tailored approach: users should not be taught
practices they already engage in nor practices they have decided they do not want to engage in
[361].
Like “privacy tips”, the goal of this educational practice is to actively involve users in the privacy
decision-making process. However, whereas privacy tips make users aware of synergistic privacy
practices with the goal of fixing the flaws in users’ current behaviors, making users aware of
alternative privacy practices allows the user to discover new ways of thinking about privacy and
adopt these new mechanisms if they want. This supports the more long-term goal of giving users
more confidence in their overall privacy strategy and the evolution of this strategy. We therefore
call this approach “privacy education through self-actualization”. Recent research shows that
users will likely appreciate this personalized educational approach [240].
Recommendation: When employing personalized privacy education, make
sure to actively involve the user and carefully explain the recommendations
As privacy education typically involves recommending actions outside the user’s current
purview, such recommendation should not be made automatically but rather be based on active
user involvement. Indeed, Namara et al. [240] find that the best approach for recommendations
that go beyond the users’ current actions is to “nudge” users towards these behaviors using
subtle design interventions or suggestions (see Sections 4.3 and 5.1). This ascertains that users
are actively involved in the recommendation process. As noted in Section 5.3, changes to the
user interface can also ascertain that the user retain active control over their privacy decisionmaking.
Another way to support self-actualization is to explain how the privacy suggestions provided by
UTP have come about. This could give the user insight into their own privacy practices and teach
them how to evolve beyond their current practices. The field of recommender systems has
shown that explanations increase users’ understanding of the recommendation process
[107,337], thereby increasing the opportunity for self-actualization. Moreover, while
explanations are useful to support any privacy recommendation (see Section 4.2), it is
particularly important to explain suggestions that go beyond the user’s current practices, as the
relevance such suggestions may not be readily apparent to the user. Namara et al.’s work
demonstrates that users appreciate explanations of privacy adaptations, especially when they
are not intimately familiar with the adapted privacy functionality [240].
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Going beyond explanations of the privacy recommendations, UTP could also give users a better
insight into their own privacy practices, e.g. by visualizing these practices, how they evolved over
timer time, and how they compare to other, similar users. While currently untested, such
practices have been proposed in the field of recommender systems as novel interaction
mechanisms to increase self-actualization [182].

6.3 Help the recipient
While the primary goal of UTP is to support and or educate the user, this does not necessarily
mean that it has to ignore the interests of the other parties involved in the information exchange
that happens when users use a TLA-based learning application (i.e., the eventual “recipients” of
the collected information). Particularly, UTP can also help the learning activity providers,
researchers, supervisors, and the organization itself attain their goals.
This subsection outlines the goals of these other actors and discusses how TLA can support
them. Note that the goals of these actors may at times conflict with the user’s goals, which
creates an ethical dilemma. Section 6.4 explains how to deal with this dilemma.
UTP can be used to improve personalization, research,
and personnel-related decision-making
The goals of other parties involved in a deployed TLA environment are generally best served if
they can collect as much data about the user as possible. For a learning activity provider, user
data can be used to improve its curriculum (e.g., if users are disproportionally failing a certain
learning unit then that unit can be overhauled) and to increase its personalization power (i.e., it
is a common practice in the field of recommender systems to periodically or even continuously
re-train the algorithms based on collected user data [274]). UTP can try to convince users to
make their learner runtime activity available to the application (or even make such data available
automatically, without asking the user at all), but Specification Vol. 1 (Section 2.2) notes that this
data can be particularly sensitive.
TLA users may also benefit from each other’s disclosures. This benefit can be derived directly, as
it allows users to compare their learning progress and performance with their peers (social
learning experiences are covered in more detail in Specification Vol. 1, Section 5.2). Users can
also indirectly derive benefit from others’ disclosure through the provision of better-informed or
even socially traceable recommendations (see above). UTP can thus help users attain social
learning benefits by recommending them to share data with each other.
Education researchers can use collected user data to discover new insights about learning
strategies. For example, by analyzing the data of hundreds of teams in a collaborative training
exercise, researchers can determine the most effective collaboration strategies, and incorporate
these strategies into new training modules. Recent scandals with Facebook [134,265] and
Dropbox [88] suggest that researchers should not use such data without consent from the user.
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Hence, UTP can help attain this goal by convincing users to share the data that pertain to the
studied phenomenon with the researchers.
TLA users’ supervisors may want to take as much of their data into account as possible to make
promotion and mission planning decisions (see also Specification Vol. 1, Section 5.3). Military
deployments increasingly consist of small, synergistic teams of individuals with complementary
skills and an affinity for the location or the situation in which they are deployed. Similarly,
requirements for promotion have become increasingly based on evident mastery of skills. Note,
though, that a soldier’s skills are increasingly captured in “micro-credentials” and thus harder to
represent in traditional degrees or certificates [94]. As such, the goals of supervisors and
strategists would be supported if TLA would make more detailed data about skills and affinities
available to them.
UTP can be used to meet organizational constraints
The organizational entity behind the TLA user may have rules outlining that certain data
collection practices are required or rather prohibited. In these cases, UTP will have to adhere to
these rules, regardless of the user’s (or even the recipient’s) preferences.
On the “required” side of this equation, a user may want to keep certain training data private,
but the entity paying for the training activity may require it to be disclosed—at least to said
entity. Such organizational constraints can prevent the free-riding behavior of users who want to
reap the benefits of TLA-based training without paying the price of having their data collected by
their employer. That said, organizational data collection requirements should stay within legal
limits: the collection of data in off-duty situations should never be required; certain activities
(such as going to the restroom) are private even when the user is on duty, and care must be
taken that collected data is not at such detailed level that protected private information (e.g.,
religious preferences, sexual orientation) can be derived from the data.
On the “prohibited” side, it is not always possible for e.g. activity providers to collect detailed
data about the user due to organizational constraints. For example, in a military context one
must be very cautious about potential leaks of mission-critical information through training data.
An activity provider may thus have to provide strong security assurances before it can be allowed
to collect any training data, and researchers may need security clearance before they can inspect
data for research purposes.
In both of these situations, (tailored) justifications can help explain why these organizational
constraints are in place. This can mitigate the negative impact of organizationally mandated or
prohibited data collection practices.
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Recommendation: To maintain or increase users’ long-term data
disclosure, focus on increasing their trust in the recipients of the data
As mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, the goals of other parties involved in a
deployed TLA environment are generally best served if they can collect as much data about the
user as possible. Note, however, that getting more data does not always mean increasing data
collection efforts. In fact, if TLA users feel pressured to provide data they may provide fake or
lower-quality data [52]. So even when the goal is to collect as much data as possible, it serves
the UTP system to be mindful of the user’s privacy preferences.
Another reason not to forcefully maximize data collection is that the recipient’s longer-term data
collection goals may be best served building a trust-based relationship with the user. Building
user trust is usually in the best interest of the recipient, because as Specification Vol. 1 (Section
1.1) points out, trust is the most important antecedent of disclosure. If UTP practices increase
users’ concern about a certain recipient (or the TLA-based system as a whole), their trust is likely
to go down. Hence, UTP should collect data in a manner that does not violate users’ trust.
An important aspect in maintaining users’ trust is to ostensibly inform users about how the UTPbased recommendations reconcile the goals of the various stakeholders involved. This practice is
further discussed in Section 6.4.

6.4 Reconciling different goals
The previous subsections have highlighted the fact that UTP may have to serve multiple
stakeholders. In complex organizational information systems like learning management systems
based on TLA, UTP may not only be required to provide privacy support to the user; it may also
be required to consider the goals of the learning activity providers, TLA researchers, supervisors,
other users, and the organization as a whole. In such multi-stakeholder environments, UTP will
have to learn what everyone wants, and then decide on how to adapt.
The goals of these stakeholders may be in conflict, so it will be necessary for UTP to make a
tradeoff between these various goals. Moreover, as outlined in the previous subsections, each
entity may have multiple, internally conflicting goals. This means there are also internal tradeoffs
that need to be made. This subsection addresses technical mechanisms and ethical principles for
making such multi-stakeholder tradeoffs.
The field of group recommender systems and group decision-making can
inspire multi-stakeholder decision strategies for UTP
The field of group recommender systems has studied various ways to integrate the preferences
of multiple stakeholders in the recommendation process. At a rudimentary level, a
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recommender system can simply take the average of users’ preferences. More sophisticated
methods include voting schemes and methods that avoid options that are strongly disliked by at
least one of the stakeholders [226]. The latter methods have particular merit in UTP, where
avoiding decisions that go squarely against some stakeholders’ preferences is arguably more
important than finding the best possible aggregate option.
Research into how people themselves make decisions in a group shows that they mainly use
simple strategies [225]. Moreover, just like how individual preferences are often constructed on
the fly [32], so are group preferences [81], which suggests that stakeholders should be able to
discuss their preferences with each other [242]—a process that may be considered too involved
when it comes to privacy settings.
Ethically speaking, UTP should put the end-user first and apply the concept
of reciprocity to reconcile conflicting goals among multiple stakeholders
Beyond these technical approaches, UTP should consider ethical principles in its privacy decisionmaking process. One ethical principle for reconciling the goals of multiple stakeholders is to
always put the end-user first. This principle makes sense both from a Kantian perspective (since
users’ data is the means of TLA user modeling, serving the user’s needs should also be its
primary goal), as well as from a utilitarian perspective (since in the end, the success of TLA is
dependent on the participation of its users, which requires that they are comfortable using TLAbased systems).
This ethical principle can be practically implemented in various ways, but one useful formulation
of a universal rule could be: “UTP can take others’ goals into consideration only to the extent
that they do not unreasonably conflict with the user’s goals”. Note that this rule requires a clear
understanding of users’ goals and preferences, which is a particularly vexing problem in the field
of privacy, where users may have internally conflicted goals and may not even understand their
own preferences.
This ethical principle does not give sufficient recourse in cases of organizational constraints
(which often cannot be traded off against users’ preferences) or conflicts between users (who
may have equal stake in the management of a piece of co-created data, e.g. in the case of a
team exercise). In these cases, UTP should appeal to notions of fairness [91] and reciprocity
[256]: certain privacy-related practices may involve a give-and-take between multiple users
(“you get to share X if I get to share Y”), and certain practices may be disadvantageous to the
individual user but benefit the group. Making users aware of these dynamics is arguably a better
strategy than keeping them tacit.
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Recommendation: Allow users to manage UTP’s multi-stakeholder
privacy decision-making practices through a reintroduction of
transparency and control
This subsection has discussed practical and ethical considerations regarding the reconciliation of
multi-stakeholder privacy preferences in UTP. From both perspectives, it seems advantageous to
honestly inform users about the optimization strategy of UTP, i.e., to explain to them how
different conflicting internal and external goals are taken into consideration. If necessary, the
user can subsequently be given the option to control the multi-stakeholder privacy decision
process; i.e., they can adjust their preferences and/or the used tradeoff policies. This strategy
highlights reciprocity-based decisions and also allows for a discussion/negotiation of
preferences.
This idea brings back the notion of transparency and control to the privacy decision-making
process, but in this case transparency and control operate at a higher level than their traditional
application: Users are not asked to make individual decisions, but to reflect upon UTP’s policies
for making privacy at a meta-level. This principle is not only useful for multi-stakeholder privacy
decision-making, but for privacy decision-making in general: UTP can manage the user’s privacy
settings, and users can manage the principles by which UTP operates.
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7 Conclusion
In this document we introduced the concept of User-Tailored Privacy (UTP) as a means to
support the privacy management practices of the users of TLA-based systems. As UTP relies on
user modeling to provide personalized privacy decision support, this document provides
recommendations regarding the Modeling Factors involved in personalizing privacy support for
TLA. These recommendations will allow ADL and other TLA performers to implement UTP in TLA.
The recommendations in the current version of this document are tentative; the text will be
updated (Volume 2.1) based on the outcomes of the User-Tailored Privacy Summit. Moreover,
the specifics of the various modeling factors will be decided upon after intensive discussion with
ADL and other TLA performers during the development of final version of this document.
In the meanwhile, we made a case for UTP by highlighting the shortcomings of technical
solutions, privacy by design, notice and choice, and privacy nudging. We recommend that TLA
performers integrate technical privacy-preserving solutions but complement them with usercentric that support users’ privacy management practices. Many of these user-centric solutions
can follow the concept of Privacy by Design (see Specification Vol. 1), but where this concept
cannot resolve privacy problems they should employ the personalized approach afforded by
UTP.
In this document, we define UTP as a “measure, model, adapt” framework, and recommend that
TLA performers implement this in TLA’s learning applications and social learning practices.
Particularly. A TLA privacy API should be developed for this purpose.
In measuring privacy, TLA performers should acknowledge the plurality and multi-dimensionality
of users’ decision-making practices. They should also note the variability of users’ privacy
practices can often be captured by a concise set of “privacy profiles” and that data recipients can
often similarly be grouped into a number of groups or “circles”.
In modeling privacy, we particularly note that matching the users’ current privacy practices may
not always be the best modeling strategy; in certain cases, UTP should recommend
complementary practices, while in other cases UTP can completely move beyond users’ current
practices. TLA performers should carefully balance these various approaches. Moreover, since
privacy modeling may not always be successful, TLA performers should build UTP as a layered
and gracefully degrading modeling component.
In adapting privacy, UTP can personalize the privacy settings of a TLA-based application, the
justification it gives for requesting certain information, its privacy-setting interface, and its
learning recommendation practices. TLA performers should carefully balance proactive and
conservative adaptation strategies in order to give users reduce users’ burden but at the same
time give them sufficient control and reduce undue persuasion.
Finally, TLA performers should carefully consider the various goals that UTP can support. They
should acknowledge that UTP must reconcile users’ various, potentially conflicting goals, and
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they should balance the goal of replacing the users’ privacy decision-making practices with the
longer-term goal of teaching them about privacy. Moreover, TLA performers should consider
that UTP’s support can help other stakeholders in the privacy decision-making process as well.
Regarding this, they should carefully consider how to reconcile the potentially conflicting goals of
these various stakeholders.
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